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The Crew System Vidar Data Reduction (CSVIDR) program was written
to process selected portions of data acquired from long term
tests of Space Shuttle crew equipment. Data is recorded on a
seven-.track computer compatible tape (CCT) using the Vidar
Autodata Eight Processing System located in Building 7. The
input tape is in a six-bit binary coded decimal (BCD) format. The
1110 hardware conversion option, is used to convert all data from
a BCD format to Pieldata since the majority of the data is output
without further conversion.
Data is retrieved. from a character string, calibrated, t^,k^ulated,








The CSVIDIZ program is authorized by job order 83-x S7, task
agreement 20. The design for the CSVIDR program was approved
in August 1975, and coding was initiated at that time. Existing
subroutines for curve -fit and character-string manipulations were
used as necessary by the driver program. The curve fit sub-
routine, CURV61, is documented by both the FIT73 program (Q417),
LEC-1379, February 1974, and the BIOFIT program (J2S2), LEC-1380,
January 1974. Character string manipulation subroutines were
developed in November 1974 for use with the Phase A Integrated





The CSVIDR program was written to process selected portions of
data acquired from long term testing of Space Shuttle crew equip-
ment recorded on a Vidar Autodata Eight Processing System located
in Building 7. .A maximum of 40 channels of data may be recorded
on each data tape, and selected processing of any or all of the
cban,► els can be provided by the CSVIDR program.
Data from each channel is retrieved from a character string, and
the appropriate calibrations are applied. These calibrations
may be supplied in the form of ordered pairs of voltages and
engineering units (EU) or of coefficients for a polynomial equa-
tion. A, maximum of 21 pairs of points or coefficients for as.
up to a fifth-order polynomial equation may be used. For each
set of calibration points supplied, the CSVIDR program calls the
CURV61 subroutine which performs a curve fit and calculates the
coefficients for the equation of the line which contains those
Points.
The data acquisition system has the capability to record the data
in two distinct modes. The limits for low, medium, and high
ranges for each parameter are set by the operator prior to the
test. During the test, as data is being recorded for each opera-
ting channel at a set sample rate, the data from one or more
channels may exceed preset ranges. When this occurs, a scan of
data from those parameters which exceeds the ranges is inter-
spersed in the set sample rate data. The constant sample rate
data is known as "log" data, and the interspersed data is called
"limits" data. Each is output separately on a tabulated listing.
The formats of the`log and limits mode data are shown in appen
di:x F. An output tape is generated containing the fixed- sample-




S. INPUT DESCRIPTION AND Y'ORMATS
The input tapes are seven-track BCD tapes of 556 bits per inch
(bpi) density recorded on the Vidar Autodata Eight Processing
M
System. Each word on the tape consists of 14 characters,
although the 14th character is a selected end-of-word (EOW) char-
acter and is not treated as a data character. Each character
consists of six bits.
A scan of data consists of time in hours and minutes as the first
word with 1 to 40 data words. There are 36 scans of data per
record. The minimum record size is 72 words (36 scans of time
plus l data word). The maximum record size . is 1476 words (36
scans of time plus 40 data words).
The word format by character is shown below:
Character:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7 8 J 10 11 12 13 14
Time:	 I I	 II	 M M 13 B B 13 B B B B S
Log data:	 T	 13	 1	 I I P D D D D D E U S
Limits data:	 T	 I	 I I P D D D D D E U S
Limits data:	 T	 *- I	 I I P D D D D D E U S
Limits data-	 T	 -	 I	 I I P D D D D D E U S




S = selected LOW character
A	




T = type	 (1 to 7)
I'= channel identity
P = polarity	 (- or blank)
E = negative exponent
• 5 ..1
r—
U	 units (V, 'F, or °C)
* = high range
middle range
- = low range
The first word in ca.ch record contains time followed by
from 1 to 40 until the data scan is ended, and another
starts the next scan. The number of data words in a sc
vary, so the time word location is variable and is dete
examining the third character of each word for a colon,
is unique to the time word.
The following codes are used to determine the type and ^.^.. b. .,
the data words depending on the value of character 1:
1 = ±0.1 V	 5 = °C
2 = +_1.0 V	 6	 °r
3	 ±10.0 V	 7	 spare
4 = auto ranging
The data within the same record may be recorded in the log and
limits modes. In the log mode, only the second character of each
`
	
	 data word is blank and all parameters that are operating are
sampled at a given sample rate; e.g., l sample every 15 minutes.
In the limits mode, the second character of each data word is
either an asterisk, period, or minus, which indicates that the
data value is in the high, ,
 middle, or low portion, respectively,
of the range for which limits were set prior to recording the
data. The limits data does not have a set sample rate but rather
	 Y
is output onto the data tape when any data value changes from one
limits range to another.
If the input data exceeds the voltage range selected for a param-
eter, an overload condition .exists in which case only the type








Characters 3, 4, and 5 of each data word represent the channel
identity and may have•a value from 000 to 039 to represent the
40 channels.
The polarity indicated by character 6 of each data word specifies
whether,a data value is negative or positive. For a positive
number, the character is blank; for a negative number, a minus
sign appears.
The magnitude of the data value is determined using the five data
characters 7 through 11. and the negative exponent, character 12.
The following example illustrates how this is calculated:
Character: 7	 8	 9	 10-	 11	 12
Valuer	 0	 0	 7	 5	 6	 1
Means:	 00756 X 10 -1 or 75.6
The decimal is assumed to be at . the right of character 11 and is
moved to the left by the number of spaces specified in character
12. Character 13 of each word designates whether the engineering





6. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION AND FORMATS
Time history tabulations and a fixed-sample-rate tape are the
required output of the program. Tabulations , in different formats
are provided for the limits data and the log data. The format for
the limits data tabulation is illustrated below.
Time
DDD:HH:MM Channel Value BU Code
004 74.8 °F
001:08:11 012 77.4 OF
013 7.107 V
015 23.4 °C ..
004 76.6 °C
001:08:12 013 6.865 V
015 22.3 °C -
The log data is fixed-sample-rate data and is illustrated in
table I and tabulated in the format shown in appendix F.
f	
The output tape is a fixed-sample-rate tape of the log data only,
with 42 words per scan (time, 40 data words, and one dummy word); 	 j
on this tape, only the requested channels have data, and the
unrequested channels are filled with a default value (all 36 bits
set to 1) .
The output tape consists of the following characteristics:
F
e Standard seven-track digital magnetic tape
• 800 bpi packing density
e Odd parity
• Buffered (non-FORTRAN written)





• Time output in integer milliseconds
e Data in floating point EU
e Twelve scans per record
tl
TABLE I - LOG DATA TEST TITLE INFORMATION
Time	 Channel	 Units of measurement
DDD:HH:^U4	 1-10 DEG C	 DEG C	 DEG F	 DEG C	 DEG C DEG C	 DEG F	 DEG C	 DEG C	 DEG C
11-20 DEG F	 PSIA	 DEG F	 DEG F	 DEG F DEG F	 DEG F	 WATTS
	
DEG F	 DEG F
21-30 VOLTS
	 VOLTS.	 VOLTS-	 LB/HR	 PSIG	 VOLTS	 VOLTS
	 VOLTS	 PSID	 VOLTS
31= 40 GAL/SEC GAL/SEC GAL/SEC GAL/SEC PSID	 GAL/MIN GAL/ IMIN GAL/MIN GAL/MIN GAL/MIN
k
001:08:06	 1-10	 24.6	 25.1	 23.8	 24.2	 26.1	 23.5	 2.5.7,	 24.8	 26.3	 25.5
	





	 0.418	 0.623- 2.852
	 -4.691	 7.529	 5.618	 3.685
a	 31-40	 0.523	 0.689	 0.419
	
0.732
	 0.613 29.53	 31.76	 33.24	 32.68	 30.07
001:08:21
	 1-10	 25.1	 25.3
	
23.9	 24.0
	 26.3	 23.3	 25.9	 24.7	 26.S	 25.4
	
11-20	 78.0	 76.5	 75.6	 76.0	 77.2	 76.8	 78.1	 76.7	 75.6	 74.2
y	 21-30	 0.0649	 0.0932 -0.236
	 0.436	 0.635	 2.845	 -4.723	 7.613	 5.630	 3.695
	
31-40	 0.545	 0.707	 0.451
	
0.767	 0.610 30.07	 31.99	 33.11	 32.75	 30.24
001:08:36	 1-10	 25.4	 25.6	 .23.8	 24.1
	 26.6	 23.0	 26.0	 24.9	 26.4	 25.3
	




	 0.648	 2.863	 -4-739	 7.636	 5.641	 3.704
	
31-40	 0.563	 0.722	 0.476
	 0.789	 0.604 30.15
	




The driver program, CSVIDR,.is a special purpose program which
uses parameter statements to permit minor changes, but the CSVIDR
program was designed for the Vidar Autodata Eight Processing Sys
_	 tem. In its current configuration, the use of FASTRAND input/
output (I/O) is discouraged since the record length of both the
input and output tapes are not optimum for 36-bit words or 28-word
sectors. t
8. FACILI'ITY USAGE REQUIREMENTS
The CSVIDR program requires less than 20,000 elements of core
and uses external assignments for three tapes and one FASTRAND
:Cite. Provision is made for only one output tape. FORTRAN L/O




The CSVIDR _4lrogram requires approximately 0.00315 seconds to
process one data sample. If the typical input tape contains data
for 30 channelsfor over 40 days with one scan of data every
1S minutes then
(1) Compute seconds per scan:
0.00315 seconds x 30 channels = 0.09450 seconds/scan
(2) Determine total scans:
From (40 days x 24 hr/day x 60 min/hr)/15 min/scan
3840 scans in 40 days.
i
(3) Calculate EXEC 8 time in minutes:










The CSVIDR program reads and analyzes the lead cards to determine
the channels to process, the types of calibrations necessary, and
the assignment of the I/O devices. Time slice information and
the EOW character are also input by lead cards. The necessary
default values are calculated, and the initial conditions are
printed.
If an error is detected while reading the lead cards, the remain-
ing lead cards are read, and an error message is written. The
default situation of no lead cards also causes a diagnostic mes-
s-age, but the program attempts to retrieve and output raw data
for all channels for the entire data tape,
i
A.1 LEAD CARDS
• Type 1 (title card) i
The first lead card read is a title card and may contain up to
72 alphanumeric characters. The title and information is	 I
displayed as test title information for all tabular output.
s
9 Type 2 (time card) ;. I
Lead card type 2 has the word TIMEQ left justified in the
first five card columns and contains fields available for time
in days, hours, and minutes (DDD:HH:MM) over a start/stop time
interval. An additional field is available to provide the
''first thine at the start of the tape. Since only hours and
minutc5 are present on the input data tape, it is necessary
to input a value for days to provide for a day rollover.
• Type 3 (tape I/O cards)
Lead card type 3 has TAPEIO punched in card columns 1 through 6
and may contain the internal filenames for two input tapes and
A-1
ione output tape. Provision is also made to input the number
of files to skip on the input tapes and the EOW character used
to separate data words. The internal file name for the first
input tape must be the same as on the.@USE lead card. if a
continuation input reel of tape is used, the internal file
name must match its @USE lead card.
The fixed-sample-rate output tape also must have an internal
file name supplied. Blank fields on the TAPEIO card or omis-
sion of the TAPEIO card result in the following default values:
TAPE1 = 1S, input tape l
TAPE2	 0. no tape 2
TAPEF	 7, output tape
MOVE1	 0, first file for first tape
MOVE2 = 0, first file for second input tape, if it is present
BOW	 a blank EOW character defaults to M, which is input
as @@@@@M.
• Types 4 and 5 (calibration cards)
Card types 4 and 5 are submitted tggether. Type 4 contains a
two-digit channel number from 1 to 40 corresponding to the
input tape identity fields 000 through 039. It also contains
the degree (M) of the calibration curve which must be
greater than 0 and less than 6 (0<M<6)	 The number of input a
calibration points is supplied on the type 5 lead card and
ranges from 2 to 21. For every type 4 card, one or more type
'	 5 cards follow.
Free field input is.used to supply either input points for
curve -fit-or polynomial coefficients. In either case a search
is made for the $XYCALS name and either XYPAIR= or POLYCO
will be found with input points or coefficients, respectively.
(See also the JSC Procedures Manual Part 15 IDSD 15 , 60.030 for	 3
FORTRAN V guidelines, and appendix B.)
a
A-2
Omission of card types 4 and 5 permits the input of data from
tape and tabular tape output of raw data.
A.2 CALIBRATION
If calibration is requested as flagged by input of a set of XYPAIR
calibration points, the CURV61 subrou. ine is called to return the
coefficients. These are stored in an array indexed by channel
number. The remaining calibration sets are read in until coeffi-
cients for all requested channels are computed.
If the Last lead cart] has been read and interpreted, the start/
stop time and the :First tape time values in DDD:IIN;MM are con-
verted to integer milliseconds. The DI-IM2MS subroutine is called
to standardize time, since the time units for the fixed-sample-
rate tape are integer milliseconds.
1	 A.3 INITIALIZATION
Initial conditions for execution are printed, and if the lead
card information is sensed as had, the CSVIDR program error exits.
If the bad input flag BADCRD is not set, the NTRAN subroutine
is called to read the input tape. Validity checking of the
input tape quality is limited to a maximum of 20 read errors, and
word count is checked .for a minimum of 168 words and a maximum
of 3,444 to permit variable channel selection. The input of any
number of channels from 1 to 40 is permitted.
A.4 RETRIEVAL Or TIME
If the input tape record is good, the SCHCHR subroutine is called
to search for the first time code character, TlCHR, and the EOW
character, E,OWC111Z. _ The third character of the first word of each
tape input record contains character T1CHR, and EOWCHR is the
141:h character from the start of the tape record. If the time




fthe next time character, T2CHR, and the number of data words per
scan is calculated. The number of days supplied by lead card
plus the time word values in hours and minutes from the input
scan are used by the DHM2MS subroutine to convert time to integer
milliseconds.
If the time is less than the requested start time, as many addi-
tional scans of data as necessary are read at 36 scans per record
until the start'}<ime is found or exceeded.
A.5 RETRIEVAL OF CHANNEL DATA
For each scan of data retrieved, the PD2INT subroutine is called
to convert the channel characters from Fieldata to integer format
in order to compare them to the card input or default list
requested. If a data channel is not requested, the list is read
until it is exhausted and a new time scan is examined. If the
channel is requested, character one, CHR1, is checked for data
types 1 through 7. If CI-IR1 is 1 through 4, the FD2FD subroutine
is called to determine the Fieldata characters necessary to com-
pute the floating point value of the raw data. The EVALFT sub-
routine is given the data value with the coefficients specified
by the channel index to provide the computed dependent variable
value; ZDATA. The ZDATA value is placed in the PLTBUF array,
which is used to store data for the fixed-sample-rate output
tape... The ZDATA array is also converted from floating point to
Fieldata using the FP2FD subroutine to fill the location in
either the log data Line or the limits data line. The input tape
format may be reviewed for log mode or limits mode.
A.6 TABULAR- OUTP UT
The character. string [or tabular output of the limits mode data
is constructed and stored in a page-sized buffer and output by




specified in section 6. Each line of the log mode data is stored
and spaced by channel number and oi4tp4t for each .scan in the
specified format.r
A.7 FIXED-SAMPLE-RATE TAPE OUTPUT
For each 12 time scans, the PLTBUF buffer is output to the fixed-
.sample-rate tape. Additional input records are read and data
retrieved, evaluated, and calibrated with log mode data tabbed;
limits data stored; and fixed-sample-rate tape records written
until the stop time is exceeded or the end-of-file (EOF) is
sensed.
A.8 TERMINATION Or TAPE INPUT
If a continuation reel is required and the stop time has not been
exceeded, the NTRAN subroutine rewinds and interlocks the first
input tape, assigns the continuation reel according to the lead
card and @USE card, and continues processing. If a continuation
	 j
reel is not used and either stop time., EOF, or the maximum parity
records are exceeded, the last buffer with PLTBUF data and/or
fill is written. An EOF is written with interlock.
A.9 OUTPUT SUMMARY
The remaining data in the limits mode page buffer is written on
the temporary status file (TSF) The TSF is read and the limits
data printed by the page of S6 liiies with 72 Fieldata characters
each until all TSF blocks are read and written.
r	 A summary isprinted as follows:
f	 IRFC	 number of input records
TREC	 = number of tape records written
DAY	 = same day as input unless incremented by detecting a
backup in hours '(i.e., day rollover)
HOUR	 last hour on the input tape
A-5
MINU`ITI = last minute on the input tape
TIMOUT = last time converted to milliseconds
A.10 ERROR DETECTION
Error messages written by the CSVIDR program always start with
**CSVIDR** and output, in addition, the last character position,
IISTPTR; the starting character for a time scan, ISTCH and the
current scan, ISCAN. The UNIVAC UXI,C S Hardware/Software Ref-














CARD NO. Type 1
!OB
	 ..





FORMAT SYMBOLIC	 IDENTIFICATIONID COLUMNS	 I	 RA.ME








1 1-6 A6 CARDIN Punch TIMEAA only i;r ' this field
2 17-19 13 DDD(1) Days
3 21-22 I2 HH(1) Hours	 Start time
4 24-25 12 MM(1) Minutes
5 37-39 13 DDD(2) Days
6 41-42 12 HI-1(2) Hours	 Stop time
7 44 -45 I2 MM(2) Minutes
8 57-59 I3 DDD(3) Days
9 61-62 12 HH(3) Hours	 Start of tape (used in case
10 64-65 I2 MM(3) Minutes	 of rollover)
LEAD CARD SETUP
CARD NO. TYPE 2
JOB
	
PAGE 2 OF 6
NAME	 CSVIDR PROGRAMMER Van Wie	 DATE 12/75
Comments	 If the T.IMI-; card is missing, time is from first scan












. 1 1-6 A6
1
CARDIN Lead card TAPEIO
2 14-15 I2 TAPE1 Internal file name for first input tape
3 24-25 I2 TAPE2 Internal file name for second input
tape
4 34-35 12 TAPEF Internal file name for fixed-sample-
rate tape
5 44-45 I2 MOVER Number of files to move over on TAPE1
6 54-55 I2 MOVE2 Number of files to move over on TAPE2
7 62 Al EOW EOW character; default or blank permits
the character M.
LEAD CARD SET i.lh'
Type 3CARD N0. Yp
JOB
NAME	 CSVIDR	 PROGRAMMER Van Wie
PAGE 3 OF 6
_ DATE 12/75
Comments	 Default for missing TAPEIO card causes TAPEI = 15,











CARD NO. Type 4
JOB
NAME ^;,CSVIDR	 PROGRAMMER Van Wie
PAGE 4 OF 6







1 7-8 I2 IDCHAN Channel number (2-digit integer from
1 to 40)
2 10-18 A9 EUNIT . Output unit label
3 24 I1 M Degree of curve (>0, 	 <6)
4 29 . 30 I2 N Number of calibration points







1 This is a free field using the namelist.
(See also	 IDSD 15 :60.030.)
2-9 $XYCALSA
10-16 XYPAIR= or POLYCO=
17-72 This is a free field.
Input of calibration data for XYPAIR is
as follows:
The first character on each input
record (card image) is not used by the
program..	 The user may put his own
sequence numbers here if desired.
The first input record read using
$XYCALSA must'have a 	 $	 in the second
character space followed by XYCALSA
with a.blank in card image column 9.
Either the variable name XYPAIR = or
POLYCO= is located and read with its
corresponding data input constants
separated by `commas.
LEAD CARD SETUP




NAME	 CSVIDR	 PROGRAMMER' Van Wie	 DATE_ 12 /75
-	




Type s (cont. )
JOB
	
PAGE 6 OF 6







All subsequent blanks are ignored with
only the comma or end of a card image
denoting the end of a data field.'
The second variable name may continue,
on the same input record if at least
one data item follows.
The last item on an input record must
be a constant followed by either a comma
or the end of a card image.	 An identi-
fication field may not be punched in
columns 73 through 80.
The end of a data set, not to exceed 21
points, is signaled by a $END found any-
where in a card image, except in the
first character position.
Decimal points may be used as necessary














8I2 WIND TAPE .











DECK SETUP FOR . PROGRAM
	










































**CSVIDR**I-IAS ENCOUNTERED A BAD INPUT RECORD.
TIME ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO READ RECORD
**CSVIDR**COULD. NOT FIND TI-IE TIME CHARACTER
**CSVIDR**COULD NOT FIND END OF WORD CHARACTER FOR SCAN
**CSVIDR**DOES NOT HAVE ANY LEAD CARDS. DEFAULTS USED
**CSVIDR**HAS AN ERROR IN CHANNEL NUMBER
**CSVIDR**IIAS AN ERROR IN FREE FIELD INPUT
**CSVIDR**COKED-NOT DINT) TYPE
**CSVIDR**UNABLE TO CONVERT DAYS TO MS

39 SXYCALS XYPAIR=0,0,5,1GG,S
_40 L6 Lc./HR	 1	 2
41 SXYCALS XYPAIn=u,D,^,13u0,SQ 2
. Ea 1::	 T	 I	 2
43 SXYCALS XYPAIR=u,01,1,iGCG,g
Ott: 28 VGLTS	 1	 2
45 SXYCALS XYPAIk=G,0,.15,150,f
47 SXYCALS XYPAIR=G,0,1,1,Y
4A 30 V1,LTS	 1	 2






1 1	 ACC.NO .	 CG^-c-GCL004
Cr1 2 I KF	 -`r ii c`
	? e	 P66 i s P6	 U88 69 3i--_
7AFC
	
C	 TPP^ 1=1	 IG^ [^_	 T;FLF -. !	 4adu3V.
4 1	 T/C	 1














12 12	 PSIA	 1
13 SXYCALS	 XYFAIrc	 0.,c.,-.,l[c.1%
1-
t„SjL^ 15 $XYCALS	 XYPAIk=G,G,S, I : L
16 14	 PRIG	 1	 2
17 $XYCALS	 XYPAIR=6,D,S,10i;,5
IF — 15--DL t,--1=-	 I	 t
19 SXYCALS	 XYP41k=6,1),5,150,529 16 L^/hR	 1
21 SXYCALS	 XYPAIR=G,0,5,liGC,S.




24 16	 VLLTS	 1	 2
tri 25 SXYCALS	 XYPAIR=L, C, . 15, 15L• , S
_-4. A. T T F	 1	 -2
f3 27 SXYCALS	 XYPAIR=G,0,.1,iLCG,S
2P 2C	 FSIO	 1	 2
-29 SXYCALS	 XYPAlk=U,C,5,50,4
C -21-.1 . /6k 	 ,	 r
31 $XYCALS	 XYPAIR=L,-1,S,12iuC,S	 -'
32 22	 LABEL	 022	 1	 2
33 SXYCALS
	 XYPAIR=O^C,1,1,yi ^ ^3-l^ Aua C L-C'.-^ '	 1	 E	 -
3- SXYCALS	 XYPAIR=0,0,1,1,5
36 24	 PSIC	 1	 2
37
3 9
SXYCALS	 XYPAIR=G.,C.,5.,10C.,S25	 G	 1	 2
iACC.NG. CG'-2—jGGCC9
TIME CGO C5	 72 COO	 1.i 26	 OGO	 09	 32








13 LE /HR 1 2
14	 PSIb I
15 DFL F .1
16	 L;. /Hr. 1
17	 NSIO 1 -
lE	 VOLTS 1




21	 LE/hR 1 2
22 LA = L C22 1 2
73..-LAtEL 023 1 2
24	 PST6 i 2
25 PSG 1 2
26 LS/HR 1 2
27 YFTI S 1
26 VOLTS I 2
29 LAnEL C29 1 2
3G VOLTS 1 2
It	 CSVIDR HILL EXECUTE USING INFO AS FOLLOWS:
N,	 TITLE= 1	 ACC.NO . CO3-2-OCOU09
START TIME DUD	 0 HH= 9 MM= 32 MS=	 34320000
STOP TIME DGD=	 0 hH= 13 MM= 26 MS=	 48360000
TAPF 'TIME DDD=	 0 HH= 9 MM= 32 MS=	 3432CCOO
TAPEIO TAPEi WILL USE UNIT 15
TAPEIO TAPE2 WILL USE UNIT 0
TAPEIC TAPEF WILL USE UNIT 7




COEFFICIENTS	 .00000L+0	 =AC	 .1000000.01=A1









PEQUESTED ARE:L—CHANNELSP!3R	 LL'cEL	 UEC,
 LABEL GGc----- 1
	 - —
CAEFFICIENTS	 .uGoLcCc =A, .lGG0DL0+01=A1
--.-CHA^.t:EIS KLGtiESTED- Ai+^: --
PTR	 LAoFL
	 UEG
11	 DEG	 F	 1
CCEFF-ICIE4I.S-- -•^,t^i^ .T 	- r- r ^nr	 nr-n r	 r^A1	 !
CHA S
 I.ELS	 P[QUESTEG	 A4E :
PTP	 LA;;EL	 LEG
1{—^:SIA-	 }









COEFFICIENTS	 .000LCCA =AG .2GUL0LO+C--=A1
C HAE 1. E LS_EE Q UE-SZ.E!'i-^: E
PTP	 LABEL	 LEG
15	 DEG	 F	 1
rnfE FTrTF^.TS




	 .0GOUGLO =A0 .2400000+03=A1















-•---	 COEFFICIE h IS	 .3r.%i7c4-15=4G . iGCi:Cv0+C5 =A1
Chi.' I.f L'
	
I	 I L:.f :,Tt_f	 art
F I P	 LA I rL
20	 PSIA	 1
f ----	 COEFFICIE".TS	 .C:	 t- C, =A; .I r.GLCLC'+".:=i 1
CHAf.NCL`_-	 PEr , L;ESTLC	 At.E z
21	 LL/hr,	 1
COLFFICIL F:IS	 .(1uCuGGF =AC 4u:1C^C+	 =A1
CHANNELS
 - k- o-:LvUESTLO	 Air T --	 -
PTR	 L4*bEL	 GEG
!	 22	 LAPLL	 C22	 1
COEFFICIENTS
	 .or-obuOG =4 .1L,	 CliC+1:1=A1
CHANNELS	 PEQUESTED ARE:
R	 IL A_aE- I 	 [iF G;
23 LAPEL 023	 1
COEFFICIENTS	 0000L;Cor =AC .l'C6DG0+71=A1
tri CHANNELS REQUESTED ARE:
PTR	 LADEL	 DEC
^. 24	 PSID	 1













	 .000LOU0 =A;. .26GUCCO+03=A1
CHANNELS	 REQUESTED AkE:















!	 LHAN NFL S €LQULbILU A-L
y	 PTP	 LA EL	 bE(I
--- 
2 LA L f:2=	 1	 -----
COEFFICIL?.1S	 .^:	 mac. C	 _''	 .lt GL	 :'+"1=P1




- PTP LAl EL	 GE:G
i	 30 VOLTS	 I











I Ill r1I11 22,'222222 333 1 3,7 333 444444444	 5-°t555555	 666666666 777777777 8868688P6 999999999 UOGCOOGOG
---IIrE _CC L!_ •Ei - -	 -- -	 --.--CGL:Hx:rr I-1L T/C -LAbrL LCD
11-26 LEG F FSIA LE/HF LEG F	 La/HR PSIG	 VOLTS	 i.ATTS
	 PSIA
..1-3L LE/HR LAEEL 022 LABEL C23 PSI^	 PSIr,	 L6/Hk WATTS
	 VOLTS	 LSEEL 029 VOLTS
G: S:^3 1-1 1 74.3 73.4
C: 9:33 I1-2L L.0^0 3.54L 0.240 7.bEC
	
-O.L?U
	 -U.240 3.3Ab	 0.000
	 0.100	 1.eOU
r . 4: ; *	 %i- 3C 1.._c41.	 u_CQ(	 -G	 u.LLC-_Cy . 4t --=14.60u	 L.7s0 0.-IOU	 L'i "Q	 11.006	 G.60U-
0: 9:34 1-10 73,6 70.4 7?.4
G:: S:3 4 11-2C G G30 3.46G G. 2 4 1i 2.74L	 O.LGU	 6.240 3.360	 U. BOO	 O.
 l00	 1.78L
-C_S.34,{L_3 r.i4^ .C^C LL--^.x2L--=-l+a«c^4	 .«S20	 G.i:C6	 u.00G-.,.CGG
C: 9:35 1-1C 73.0 70.4 73.4
Oc Sh8_°	 "I1 -21; L.LGC 3.460 u.24C 2.76L	 -0.L3u	 U.240 3.320	 O.IrC	 0.L00	 1.780
-1:Sr^3s^.'1--3r _L.O
	 0.^C0	 D.Lat^ II.4uL-=1x.6C:r-L.-7eU	 I,. 100	 L.OGU	 ^-.:Gr
	 _^ LOi:-
G: 9:36 1-1G 73.0 70.4 73.0 -
G: S:3& 11-ZL G.LOO 3.440 11.CCC 2.60C	 U.000	 U.LOG 3.2AO	 0.000	 6.100	 1.770
,r L-5:3L %1-;G r.-ro t	 ^_CL.rr LC C 	 0 .421 -=14^6Z L 	-L«520 	 G .-IC O 	 U .1DL-	 fl -G0-1 	.:.Gtr
0: 4:37 I-1G 69.0 70.4 73.4
0: 5:17 ll-2G -:.,L30 3.380 U.24G 2.b4G	 0.060	 0.000 3.240	 G.1C0	 0.10G	 1.756t.2 41 .jOL U UOI
	 _G .WZL_=1-4.6!)(1-_-U+7-&G 	 4.600	 ' 
	4-1kr-L-
C: 9:39 1-1C 73.6 73.r 73.9
C: 5:39 11-ZG 0.000 3.36C -0.240 2.900	 -0.030	 0.000 3.244	 G.000	 0.200	 1.75E
r ^^5..5	 =1-;L 1..,-4n 1y.	 .^. r.-rrr n qyC	 -1^+.tr G 	 0. 7f:1 O .^GO 	II.GCC- 	 ^ .CG1 	 C_ rC
i C: 5941 1-10 73.4 71.2 73.9
C: 9:41 11 -2L E- 1:120U.^0 °.340 O.0ce 2.94L	 O.U30	 0.240- 3.260	 0.000	 U.IOU	 1.720Cz_SL.42_L-.M -LD. 1	 L.-LOt' -.0-.0 IIC 14O .x11I-=.b C0 	 0.520 O. Ono--L.Ic n 	 O«003
	
O^ IGL-
0: 9:42 1-10 73,4 71..7 73,9
0: 9:42 11 -2L CO3 3.260 L.LLC 2.460	 O.LCU	 0.000 3.260	 O.ULC	 0.100	 1.72CG, r,: S 46_26-1, r..I -In f' .LLL 	 r,_ .4^. -=14.t^_ t. 	 r .S211 C.-100- 	 6 .000- 	 L'. co	 II.:C::-
^:-: 0: 9.4? 11G 71.9 72:1 74.	 3
'
- . ed C: 5.43 I] -,L _O .L130 3.320 0.240 3.LOC	 - U.fu3U	 L.UGO 3,260	 U.UCO	 0.000	 1.710
F	 ^
n: 'i 1-'r; U L0U " - r r. a n .IOU r - 426----14.p0;.	 r+. 7 A0 G.r0C -t1.G00- -0.<',ri	 r "OL_
^
0: 5:44 1-1G 73.4 71.2 74.3
0: 5:44 II	 2G 0.000 .5.320 0 UCU 3.07L	 C.Lru	 6.000 3.220	 -0.100	 6.100	 1.70E
.) r, . s - .44 2Ltr 1	 r.GG L-00r L "t r' 	 42:.- ^	 14-.LL,J	 I-1.40 r. -100
	 0-.000	 II.-G01
	 --; -l:,tr
y 0: 9:45 1-li 73. 4 72.5 7,1.9O: 9:45 11-2G L.000 '	 3CU 0.000 3.UGu	 C.6%	 U.LCO 3.240
	 G.Icc	 O.IOG	 1.700r2 S • 4s 21	 zr. 1	 Cu r _L^ar, u r nn 4 20	 - ' 4.460--1.52 0 	 C aII0	 a0	 -- 4.rII-ice,..: rr
0: 9:46 1-10 73.9 72.6 74.s
0- : 9 46 11 -26 G.G30 3.261. C.240 3.G4b	 U.LOL
	
...LOO 3.220
	 0.000	 G.Ico	 1.690
n 0 4 6 ^1-3 r• r,	 t'0 8.n6r, r	 Gat' u 446	 -14..eL






	 5555 5 5 55 5 6 6 6 6 66666
--
777777 77 7	 88 6 8 6116 8 6 999999999 LOGOOGL06
DCD:HH : P r, 1-IG I/C I/c LABEL GCZY
ll-2L DEG F FS1A LF/tik FSIn	 DEG F	 LP/Hk PSIG	 VOLTS	 ►ATTS PSIS21-3L tE/Hk LAEEL C22 LAPEL G23 FSID	 PS1G	 LF/Hk 4 ► TTS
	 VOLTS	 LABEL 029 VOLTS
C: 9.4g 1-1G 73.9 74.3 73.9
0: 9;4e 11-2C L.1;30 3.280 -•1.'41. 3.L4L
	 0 .UDG	 L.2 40 3.2 20 	 -G.I OG 	 0.ICI1 1 .696M^-9-00	 2•l--SG 4-L-.J._14
.68G	1-4j4G 0.,2Q0	 6. 6Q6--v.£YC G .-lOir-
0: 9:49 1-IL 73.4 72.6 T4.3
C: 9:49 11-2U iu.4DC 3.ze i: C.CCL 3.CRL	 O.LOU	 6.000 3.240	 C.L03	 U.1L 0. 1.7CL
-1i^ c^u,4-i1 r ZL ...-c4i. d.bv'. ti.Kti--^f.v2^ ---1L.bGv---tr.-S2ir L.iGG 	 i .lG --v .{1f2- & IvIr-
C:.S :5C 1-IC 73.9 73.9 73.9
C 9:sr 11-20 c.JCO s.3LC L.CCL 3.060	 O.LCU
	 G.LGD 3.220	 -U.1CL	 G.GOG 1.68E
-t`i--9-l0 	-I-3G "L oil
--0ru 2G^^}4 „^}D-vr78G	 G. BO G	 b. 041 0 	 G . E O 0.68fr-
D: 9;50 I-Ic 73.9 71.7 74.3
0 9.5C 11-2L G.G0c 3. 311C C.COU 3.GEG	 0.000.	 0.240 3.200	 L.LOD	 0.200 1.66ELFt: ^.^?6-=.'4:iB6
	 4.628 0-100-	 B.GOG	 B.GU1 -	 6.v0i^r
0: 9-:52 1-1C 73.9 71.2 74.3_
0: S;S2 11-2G U.000 3.2ec C.CCO 3.10G	 0.000
	 L.000 1.200	 Q.000
	 0.20C 1.67Es1=-3L an 6 9 44 f.	 roan G.tiC11--vnZsGi}-
0: 4:52 1-10 73.9 73.4 74.3
•n	 0: 9:52 11-2C U.GGO 3.260 L.24G 3.10E	 O.CGU
	
0.240 3.IBC	 G.00C	 G.GCO 1.670N.	 r. - c • a . ^ t -3C 0 ^G0 G &00 {:.G6& a 420	 -6 . 740
	 -G.iOG-=o. i({r-is.L;,BC --
G: 9:54 1-10 73.9 12.6 74.9
0: ',:54 11-2C u.030 3.24E C.240 3.14L	
-0.03L
	 6.240 3.140	 O.1CC	 0.1CC 1.650t, 9:Slt-Z.-S^ rI- J4 j3 -L ('a0	 O^CR6 Q«Y7J	 -}4-.60G---0-629 6.100--	 -.GlG
	 O . fCG -G.10ti--
'	 C. 9:55 1-IL 73.9 71.7 74.3C 9:55 11-2L 6.000 3.261 L.EVL 3.141	
-O.L3U
	 6.000 3.160
	 C.G00	 0.100 1.66E
-G__5 SS-:L--3G C OCO G GGL- :.CLL Li.-4-4(._- 44
-40	 100	 6.trr---------- C-.-lac--
0: 9:56 1-1G 73.9 72.1 74.3
0 . 9:56 11-2L 0.000 3.26^ G.LCU 3.126	 0.000
	 G.00O 3.160
	 0.000	 U.2CD 1.66L
-III 9.S,I	 J-=.76 C.ar[lt^--i}.E08 F..L E.L---x,441•- ^.}y ^62^1
	 G . 4e'G--G-r08-v.GGG	 OrGDG G.4fru-
"-0: 9:57 1-10 73.1) 71.2 10.90: 9:57 11-2G U.GnO -6'.I4L L.CC[, -C.6E0	 O.GLG	 L1.240 -0.600
	 0.600	 G. ]0D 0.720n• : 1 7	 if-- 0 CCG f:-r C--L.LL*• ^-440__:14.b 4
	 r-5^0	 L.lOII	 F.CiiC----lir:Ob--wGGL-
0: 9:56 1-10 73.9 72.6 74.3





	 .-TbG	 G.IPO	 G.1tG	 Co0C1G-v.&G6-
0. 9:59 1-10 73-.9 73.0 74.3
0: 9:59oetc 11-26 U.000 2.540 C.LCG 1.120	 0 CCU	 0.600 2 . 000	 G.0^c	 O.IDD 1.4160' .1-3 1 ' 0 P OC 4-UQ0 C LCL 0 4.46-^.4.bCO
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POJ•PP PPP',PPV. PPPJIP 7•P PPP PUN PPP PPP0 1 01 PPv t7 • PP0 PPP 0 P
fvf•tV • v • ^'(V NfvtVf /( J fJIV rV NIV(JN tVI IIV C/NNNiy IJNNly (v IV Nf [Jill Jf Nf^N(` NNN. rJNN NC:114 
Li u
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FIXED SAMPLE RATE RECCRri 3 43zocoo :.
4LPC0'C .743000G+0^ .Z34GCOO=C2 .CDOt7,Gn ' CGn:3000 .0000GC0 .0000000 .GCGDODG .0000000 .0000000	 -
--.dLFLCw-0 r35-40 '2:,--. ^2'6GIPGO-6 2E6fsY-.^.	 e	 .} 3-.-o,,.,,_,;:,_^ CUCICI8+-L1-
.24CLPDC+CL .1'CGG o6-C4 .i0 crCC-C4 .4400000+LD -.146CLUD+02 .7800000+00 .1C0G000+00 .1110223-15 .0000060 .1110223-15




	 LOc.i;+02 .7L4000L+02 .7340i'CG+02 LDG`O DO 00OU000 006DGOG .E.000OGe .LGLCoro 0000000 GOGDOOG
.,1L LOL w1- .34cG. •-oz-,Q1 r'OZ-,	 sG- 74-E C-6G^1--.-Df,-'64!G£7 .2vt,-Pf rLa.LG--,-3-3604b&+&1-.r; 1Et223-1-5 -.-}iiGOaGf}+06-,i780[(iDtf^3-
.24000LC+LG .1060„C,- ;,4 .10CL..CC-C4 .42 - OCC0+00 -.14600GO+02 .52&0600+UC .10C0PGO-00 .1110223-15 .DCDGPGO .1110223-15
.CCCLGLC .00C3+ioc ,CGCL000 .6GG0000 .0000000 .OD000DO .0000000 .LGDDCQO .D000D GO .L000GGL
.00CCOGG
345LCLCL
`+::2 -7C^a	 L+	 2 734	 Cu+^2 .CGOC UOC* .011110000 .LCu000U Goccnoo Ucccoro DCGDOGO .000DCEUr tt^ ;2k r	 r ^^	 .rt 	 :6ryr	 &1	 r241.E1CyG0 •LG- I32GPGG-GI
	 keuc-GC-0+06	 -Saa4 04 is	 .1760000+0-1-24	 ,-CLC+tG .16 5G::L-L4 IC	 '_LC• -C4 .4407:.30+L0 -.1450000 . 0 -1 .7E000DU+UO .IDCOnco+00 .1110223-15 .10CGOGO-oz .1110223-1S
.Cc-.,COa .,.6000zc .CCL000C LCG^-^'.OG .0000000 .0000600 .000UDDO .LCUDDCO .00000co .LOCCCLG
.OGPGOLa
3456GCOG
rf:	 L .764„3:L+L2 .73"C	 ` +C2 .uDG^^00 nG^UOUC- .LD000QO .CGDGODO LCOOCCO 0000000 GoDOGCOr -	 LC- 344	 L i i ul	 ^-	 LL^ ' P D1160Li•D1-.t1QOfi0D C
	(;GfjCcnn .712al:26G.81	 I-M22-3-13--.}GOGOGG+L3{1 -.1770000+41-
m	 .CGrLC.,G .LCL, Z'0 .IZ,	 CLC-C4 .4200000+00 -.1450000+02 .52UOCnO+00 .I000CLO+00 .IC60UPD+00 .ICOUCLO-02 .1110223-15
a	 .CLCLCjG .60000,06 .QCLC:LO .LGG000C .PU7&CLr .000OLCO .Ccoccoo .L000CCO .00C.0000 .6coccoo
.00'CC2C
'46250CL
.E4	 LO+af 'CC UEL 734LrLC ocGoo .CGQGObc .Gououoo .000c000 LOLOOGQ cap-0000 .Goconcc
_.3C LD^Lc^1-+^3F1 L
	 - .	
g24. LLL11 • CO-^' a4A,^,OU:G3.-nLnUOC r
	^40GnG00+ 8- IGGOOGO+OO-.175GU06+04-
.24^ MjC-*CO .lCbC.)SL-L4 .4200000+GO
-.146UnLC+02 .78UQCCU+LO .8681 7 64-15 .1110223-15 .000LOGG .1110223-15
C^H GLG' .LCLCP OL -C3CU:L7 .000DOOG .0000000 .000OU^0 .0000000 .LCGO000 .0000000 .6000600
..DCHKO
3474CGCL
.7306'06 +a[ 7N^G^ t -u7 73l:C['.',L +C2 .LOO^QOC r0^vf:0rl UUUobno .Cacccoo ODUPC00 00OG000 .000OOOD
-C:CCUEC 7.1i.;6nG^=Ol--.Lnua600
	 324GnG0+nl-.-11-10223-1-6
.24ccc[;c+cc .C5LCOC. :'CVGLG .4LCC000+60 -.14ELCL^+C2 .7 0 GCOPL+UO .200U000+00 .1110223-15 .I000OUO-02 .1110223-15
.DC LCLO ,GGLC*ci, .CC:USLC .LOO^CCU .cocanLo .000DUDO .0000000 .G000ODQ .Ccoocuo .LOODCLO
.COGL000
34AGnOCL
.734LCLC+G2 .7I CL	 CL<..« .73,LCCO+U2 .LcGccno .PMo ur UCUOUhu .DOCGGGO .uuononu C.CULDUD .UOL000U
_.CCCLC.0 '3a a	 tL;	 l.r,r C
	 4 3260r.LC	 1--r;110  2 2-5-1 5-.1000GLO+GO--172000&*0l-
.CO LCLL .LC6CGCu .2C L"LC-C4 .42GOGCQ*CO -.146Gnur 4 02 .52UOUCU+UD .2861764-15 .10LOL00.00 .IOCU000-02 .IOQDLCG+QO












	 .oCrooLc •G000000C	 GGJC 3 6L G • G1 :OGLLrGC	 +C1	 ru1LCL0	 .GnuCLrG
	 .3260000.131
	 1110223-15	 1000CLO*00u'96 ,L0U9172 0 . 1OGII:OL'0 C : LQrr-i:4-.lII: LnLO ^4 -.GGry [st [i*4C-^ 146L[IL^ • t3242L 3GC C^bB-^ IOCGg L0+p0-.-1-}1022-3-16
	
.IGPbC-3G-G 2	4022"01
.CC ,.COLC .LCLLLLIL .CULLDCG	 .LGCp000	 .rG^GOGo	




•T3 4G2GP • C2 .721000['-02 743000+r2 Lf'0-LC3 ^L^•LO .CrLCGVC; .000CrLG .CDO^OCO ccCcDcc lCOOOOCG
-.3orcec0-o'1 +33iC Cu + Ll 24rL::OU+CO CU[IGCU+01 -	 ' 1 LRi^-131 .LT uru• ru .326G1LO+01 .1112[73-15 .Fi617.4-15 •171CGC0.O1
- P-0"000 u 14GQIII1 :.Q4-r?T:4Ct11.:r4-..a<o r,^n•^u -.14" r.60•G2 --.7 u [: G G OWO-.20GGOGC,-0C -.1110223-16---IGOGOLG-G2-.IGLOOGa-GG-
.DUOLOLO .LCLGOGL; .00LGt1o0 .11000000 .CL'O06LV .UCuCj% .G000CUO .LOLG000 .Ucaucuo .0000L00
.0occeoc
35040000 - --- -
.73 4 CC"C+CZ .71ZCGOu 4 C2 .743GrGO 4 G2 .[' 110 1,000 .rC^LOGO •GC,LCC^U .coccroo .LDODCPG .COOG000 .GCOCGGG
.00CLOL0 .332CLGL+L1 .cQr COL a .3C2rG4L+GI . 1.0^CCL 1 .00wocrO .322GOGG•C1 -.IOL000G•GO .1GCL060+0G .17000CC•OI
_wr cc-L p- C _.10['00 v-114-.1 a, ^i Q<_Q4_.u2.GCOrt:• .GII. -_14hLLL'1 +.:2_ -•1 c1 4 00GG^4}-.;OG&ALG •8G^-1 .1-1022'-'T .^--^ 1LOEOLG-&2-TIGGGGGGHIG
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND LISTINGS
G.1 INTERNAL SUBROUTINES
The subroutines with the $ suffix are internal EXEC 8 system











External subroutines other than EXEC _8 system subroutines are











These external subroutines are described in detail, accordingl	
to their function, in the following sections.
G2.1 Curve Fit and Evaluation Subroutines
k
• Subroutine CUIZV61 (SPX, SPY, M, 14, SPA $ A)
I ,	 The CURV61 subroutine uses the least-squares method to find
t	 the M degree polynomial
G-1	 i
it
__	 +	 2 + ... +	 MY A0 A1X + A 2X	 AMX
which approximates a curve through N given points (X i , Yi)
where i = 1, N. The subroutine uses six calling arguments to
interface with the CSVIDR program
where:
SPX = floating point independent variable
SPY	 floating point dependent variable
M = degree of equation to be fitted
N = number of points in the data array
SPA = single precision coefficients for terms A0 through AM
A = double precision.coefficients for terms A 0 through AM
• Subroutine EVALFT (X, M, A, Yc)
EVALFT'uses the coefficients input from lead cards or from
the CURV61 subroutine to generate a set of dependent-variable
values (Y c) corresponding to a set of predetermined values
(X) provided by the CSVIDR program
where
X = independent variables from VIDAR
M	 degree of the calibration
A = coefficients for terms A 0 through AM
Y c calculated dependent variable
G.2.2 Time Conversion Subroutines
• Subroutine DHM2MS (!DAY, IHR, MIN, MS, $)
The DHM2MS subroutine converts time to milliseconds
where:
IDAY days in integer format	 -
IHR _ hours in integer format
G'2
iMIN = minutes in integer format
MS	 milliseconds in integer format
$	 = statement return if integer milliseconds are less than
zero
• Subroutine MS2DAY (ITIM, IDAY, JARS, JMIN, SEC, $)
The M52DAY subroutine converts milliseconds to DDD:HH:MM:SEC
where
ITIM = time in milliseconds
IDAY	 days in integer format
JI-IRS = hours in integer format
JMIN = minutes in integer format
SEC = seconds in floating point format
$	 = statement return if milliseconds supplied are less than
zero
i
G.2.3 Character String Manipulation Subroutines
Subroutine SCHCHR (I.FIELD, ISTCH, NOCH, ICHAR, NTHCHR, $)
where:
a
IFIELD	 field to be searched for a comparison
i
ISTCH = starting character position in IFIELD where the
search is to begin
NOCIi = number of characters beginning in IFIELD at character
position ISTCH to be searched
ICHAR = character for which IFIELD is to be searched
1
NTHCHR = if a comparison is made, the character position in
IFIELD where the comparison is stored











• Subroutine MIT (NOCH, LINE.'], ISTCH, LINE2, JS`:CCH)
where:
NOCH = number of characters to move
LINE1 = first word address of the source line
ISTCH = starting character position in the source line from
which to begin moving
LINE2 = first word address of destination line
-JSTCH = starting character position in the destination
line
• Subroutine MINT (LINE, ISTCH, NOCH, VALUE, $)
where:
LINE	 first word address of the source line
ISTCH•= starting character position in the source line
NOCH = number of characters to be converted to an integer.
VALUE = location where the integer value is to be stored
$	 return taken when a character other than a
blank, or numeric is detected
• Subroutine FP2FD (FP, NOCH, NORDP, FIELD, ISTCH)
where
FP	 location where the floating point value is stored
NOCH = number of characters to be converted to Fieldata'




	 first word address of the destination line





• Subrout ine INT2FD (TNT, NOW, FIELD, ISTCH)
where:
INT	 = integer value to be converted to Fieldata
NOCH = number of characters
FIELD = field in which the Fieldata integer is to be placed
ISTCH = starting character position in the field where the



































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
r 0001 002061	 IOOOL 0001 002673 1034G 0001 002101 1050L 0001 002271 1076L 0001 002305 1085L
0001 000637	 11OL 0000 000232 11111F 0001 000653 115L 0001 002246 1156G 0001 000564 117L
0001 000664	 119L 0001 00.2306 1200L 0001 002323 1205L 0001 002351 1215G 0001 002353 1233L
0001 002423 1233G 0001 002412 1235L 0001 070705 125L 0001 002435 125 O 0001 002475 1251G
0001 002464	 1255L 0001 002547 1267G 0001 002507 1270L 0001 002536 1275L 0001 002561 1290L
0001 002610	 1295L 0001 000707 130L 0001 002521 13055 0001 072633 1310L 0001 002662 1315L
0001 002673	 1323G 0001 002705 1330L 0001 002734 1335L 0001 002745 1341G 0001 000722 135L
0001 002757 135 O 0001 003006 1155L 0001 003017 135 TG 0001 003031 237OL 0001 003071 1375G
0001 003060	 1375L 0001 003103 1390L 0001 003132 1395L 0001 000724 140L 0001 003155 141OL
0001 003143
	
1413G 0001 003203 1425L 0001 003224 1425G 0001 000753 145L 0001 003227 1450L
0001 003241	 1451L 0001 003255 1452L 0001 003265. 1454L 0001 007312 1466G 0001 003316 1459L
0001 003312	 1470G 0001 003370 14SOL 0001 0'0 34 12 14 g 3L 070) 003423 14S5L 0001 003430 15001-
0001 003337	 1502G 0001 003337 :5046 0001 003500 151OL 0001 003511 1515L 0001 003520 1519'_
0001 003550-'521L 0001 003577 15 2S 0001 003515 1530L 0001 003420 1535E 0001 003627 154 O

































0000 1	 000153 CHR2
0000 I	 000146 DATWRD
0000 0'000001 OPOATA
G1 0005 I	 000000 EUNIT
0000 1	 000141 HOUR
0000 1	 000053 H4
0000 1000060 H9
0000 1	 000116 IDCHAN
0000 I	 000064 INCHAN
0000 I	 000047 ISMALL
0000 1000171 JCHNL
0000 I 000102 JJL
0000 1000210 JX
0007 _1	 000000- LABEL
0000 1 000070 LIN
0000 I	 000073 LREC
0000 1 000027 LUNIT
0004 I	 0. 00006 MM
0000 1 000034 NE0^
0000 i	 000130 NP
0000 100013.3 PSCAN
0004 000012 STPTME
0000 1	 000077 TAPEIO
0000 1000075 TIME
0000 I	 000072 TREC
0000 L	 000007 TYPEZ
0000 I	 000144 T2CHR
0000 000220 XYCALS























0000 I 000147 CHNL
0000 I 000160 CHR6
0000 1 000163 DAY
0000 I 000115 EOW
0007 I 001340 FDOUT
0000 I 000061 HZERO
0000 1 000054 H5
0000 I 000121 I
0000 I 000174 IDMP
0000 T 000101 INSTAT




0005 I 000034 LABL
0000 1 000071 LINHOG
0000 1 000207 LROW
0000 I 000206 LWSTAT
0000 1000113 MOVE1
0000 I 000162 NEGEXP
0000 1000175 NXTPTR
0000 I 000157 RDATA
0004	 000011 STRTME
0000 L 000005 TAPED
0005 I 000515 TIMEMS
0000 100006!, TSCAN
0000 L 000010 TYPE3
0000 1 000214 WSAD
0005 R 000353 XYPAIR






















0000 I 000076 CALIB
0000 I 000135 CHRALL
0000 1000154 CHR•7
0004 1000000 ODD
0000 I 000142 EOWCHR
0000 1000172 GRP
0000 I 000050 HI
0000 1 000055 H6
0000 1000134 IBAO
0000 I 000213 III
0000 I 000131 IREC
0000 I 000105 J
0000 1000173 JCOL
0000 1 000204 JPL
0000 I 000177 J21







0000 10001 1:5 SAVCHR
0010 1 000004 TABBUF
0000 1 000110 TAPEI
0007 I 001342 TI'IOUT
0000 1 000074 TSF
0000 L 000011 TYPE4
0000 1 000165 WRO
0005 0 000227 YPT


























0005 R 000425 A
0000 1000062 SAOCRO
0005 1007002 CAROIN
0000 I 000152 CHRI
0000 10^3032 COLON
0005 1 000433 DEG
0000 I 000035 EO:II
0004 1 000,0 03 HH
0000 I 000051 :V)
0000 1000056 H7
0000 1000046 1916
0000 1 000211 I'fl
0000 I 000104 TROW
0000 1000150 JC
0070 1 000201 JljaP
0700 I 000124 JPRT
0000 I 000200 JS
0000 I 000013 L 1'iL IN
0007 I 000702 LOSLIN
3000 1 000166 LST4T
0000 I 000040 'IIDLIM
0000 I 000123 11P 1
0000 L 000004 NOC'ARD
0003 I 006565 PLT3UF
WO 1 000143 SAVHR
0000 1000112 TAPEF
0000 1000111 TAPE2
0005 1 000020 TITLE
0000 1 000167 T SL OT
0000 L 000012 TYPE5
0000 1 000203 WSTAT
0000 R 000044 ZBIG









































0036 0 000000 ADP
0000 100003T BLANK
0005 1 000156 CHAN
0000 1 000155 CHR13
0000 1 000033 COLONZ
0000 1000122 00105)
0000 1000036 EOW2
0000 1 000041 HILIII
0000 I 000052 H3
0000 1090057 H8
0000 100.0103 ICOL
0000 I 000212 II2
0000 1 000132 ISCAN
•0000 1000151 JCC
0000 1 000127 JJ
0000 1000107 JT
0000 1 000106 K
0000 I 000065 L IMRO'd
0000 I 000042 LOLI1
0000 1 000137 LSTPTR
0000 I 000000 MIN
0000 1 000120 N
000x, L 000003 NOTAB
0005 R 000504 POLYC0
0007 I 000057 STITL E
0000 1 000126 TAPEIJ
0005 I 000512 TFILL
0004	 000013 TPITIE
0000 L 000006 TYPE1
0000 I 000140 T1CHR
0005 0 000301 XPT
0000 R 000156 ZDATA




00101 2* *, MX SCAN= 36,NOEGPI=6,NPTXY=2I,PLIMIT=10,PRTRC!4=56,PATCOL=20
00101 3* *,LUCAR0=5,LUOUT=6,MXLI6=I2,TABCOL=10
00101 4* *,MXBAD=20,NDEG=5,MXLOG=2I,BUFSIZ=504
00103 5* DOUBLE PRECISION ADP,DPDATA,ADPSET,XPT,VPT
00104 6* REAL XYPAIR,POLYCO,A
00105 7* LOGICAL NOTAB,NOCARO,TAPEO
00106 B• LOGICAL TYPEI,TYPE2,TYPE3,TYPE4,TYPE5
00107 9* IMPLICIT	 INTEGER(A—Y)
00110 10* COMMON
00110 11* */BUFFER/BUF(MXBUF), PLTBUF(BUFSIZ)
00110 12* */TIMES/DDD(3),HH(3),MM(3),STRTME,STPTME,TPITIME
00110 13* /IO/EUNIT(2),CARD IN( 19),TITLE(12),LABL(2,MXCHAN)
00110 14* -*,CHAN(MXCHAN)
00110 15* *,YPT(NPTXY),XPT(NPTXY), XYPAIR(2,NPTXY),A(NDEGPI),DEG(MXCHA4)
00110 16* +,POLYCO(NOEGPI),TF ILL( 3),TIMEMS(3)
00110 17* */DPCOEF/ADP(NDEGPI,MXCHAN),ADPSET(NDEGPI)




00111- 22* DIMENSION	 STITLE(10),ZPLTBU(1),'LIML IN( MXLIM),LUN IT( 3)
JGkll 23* C
OOl)2 24*' -EQUIVALENCE (ZPLTBU,PLTBUF)
00113 25* EOU IVALENCE ( STITLE( 1 ),LIMBUFt 1, 3) )
00114 26+ DATA
00114 27* *COLON/'	 :v/
C)	 00114 28* *COLONZ/;mm&mm:'/
1	 00114 29* *NEG /'sammm —'/
O°	 00114 30* *EOWI /'4t&$t9'/
00114 31• *E0W2 /l4dd6 Z,/
00114 32► *BLANK/'	 '/
00114 33* *MIOLIM /'mdBt(bit
00114 34s sHILIM'/'mmdbVb*
















00133' 51* *HZERO /101/
00133 52* +STITLE/
00133 53; +'	 ODD:HH:MM	 CHANNEL NO.	 VALUE	 E.U,	 CODE'/


















































































































































00176 79+ TIME='TIME	 '
00177 80+ CALIB='
00200 81'+ TAPEI'O='TAPEIO"
00201 82+ BLNKED=16$068 '
00202 83+ INSTAT=MXBUF
00203 84+ DO 24	 JJL=I,MXLIM
00206 85+ 24 L IML IN( JJL )=BLANK
00210 86+ 00 26	 ICOL=I,MXLOG
60213 87+ 00 25	 IROW=1,12
00216 88+ 25 TABBUF(ICOL,IROW)=BLANK
00220 89* 26 CONTINUE
00222' 90+ LIMLIN=3
00223 91= DO 27 JJL=I,MXLOG
00226 92t 2T LOGL IN( JJL )=BLANK
00230 93+ DO 29 J=1,MXLIM
00233 94V 00 29K=4,PRTROW
00236 95* 28 LIMBUF(J,K)=BLANK
00240 96* 29 LIMBUF(J,2)=BLANK
00242 97 + LIMBUF ( 11,3)=BLANK
00243 98+ LIMBUF(12,3)=5LANK
00244 99+ TABBUF(2,3)='TIME	 '
00245 100+ TABBUF(3,3)='CHANNE'
00246 101* TABBUF(4,3 W L





00252 105+ TABBUF(3,5)=111-20	 '
00253 1064 TABBUF,3,6)=121-30
00254 107+ TABBUF(3,7)='31-40 '




00261 112 + TABBUF ( 4,2)='	 I1'
00262 113+ TABBUF(5,2)='111111'




























































00266 11T* TABBUF(9,2)=1333 44'
00267 118+ TABBUF( 10,21='444444'
00270- 119# TABBUF( 11,2)= 1 4 5555'
002:1 120* 7ASBUF(12,2)=155555
00272 121* TABBUF( 13,2)=16666661
00273 122* TABBUF( 14,2)='666.77'
0027 14 123* TABBUF( 15,2)='777777'
00275 124* TABBUF( 16,2)='7 8888'
00276 125* TABSUF(17,2)=188889	 '
00277 126*• TABBUF(18,2)=1999999'
90300 127* TABBUF(19,2)=1999 00'
00301 128• TABBUF(20,2)=1000000'
00301 129* TABBUF( 21,2)= 1 0	 '
00303 130* 00 30 J=l,MXCHAN
00306 131* 30 CHAN(J)=BLANK
00310 132* 00 33 J=l,MXCHAN
f	 00313 133* LABL(1,J)=6H0UTPUT
F'	 003111 134* 33 LABL(2,J)=6H LABEL
00316 135* OD	 34	 JT=I,BUF'SIZ
00321 136* 34 PLTSUF(JT)=NEGZRO
00321 13T* C
00321 138*' C READ IN LEAD CARDS
00321 139* C
00323 l40* READ(LUCARD,2000,ERR=1900,END=`l1S	 )TITLE
00326 141* TAPER=.TRUE.
00327 142* TYPE 1.=.TRU=.
00330 143* WRITe(LUOVf,3000)TITLE
F-+	 00333 lqq* 40 READ(LUCARD,2002,ERR=1900,END=117	 )CARD IN
0	 00336 145* WRITE(LUOUT,3001)CARDIN
t	 00341 146* IF( CARDIN(I).NE.IIME)G0 TO 50
00343 14T* TYPE2=.TRUE.
00344 148* REAO(30,2004,ERR=1900,E'40=117)(BOD(J),HHCJ),MM(J),J =1,31
t	 00354 149* GO TO 40
'	 _00355 150* 50 IF(CARDIN(I ).NE.TAPEIO)GO TO 60
00357 -151* TYPE3=.TRUE.
00360 152* READ(30,2006,ERR=1900, END= 11T) TAPEI,TAPE2,TAPEF,MOVEI,.MOVE2,EO•It
00370 153* IF(TAPEI.E0.0)TAPE1=15
00372 154* IF(TAPEF.E0.0)TAPEF=7
00374 155* IF(TAPEF.LT .0)TAPEO=.FALSE.
00376 156* IF{. NOT. TAPEO)TAPEF=T_
00400 157• IF(E0W.E0.3LANK)EOW=1444f4M'
00,102 158* GO TO q0
b0403 159* 60 IF( CARDIN(I).EO.CALIS)GO TO 61
00405 160* BADCRD=BADCRD+1
00406 161* WRITE(LUOUT,4020)
00410 162* GO TO 40




4	 00424 167# INCHAN=INCHAN+l
00425 168f IF( INCHAN.GT .MXCHAN )GO TO 4056Y	
00421 169* CHAMLC( INCHAN)=IDCHAN
00430 170* DEG( INCHAN )=M





























































M311 173* LABL( I, INCHAN)=EUNIT(I )
00435 174* LABL(2, INCHAN)=EUNIT(2 )
00436 175+ READ(	 5,XYCALS,END=119,ERR=4052)
00441 176+ TYPE5=.TRUE.
00442 ITT* 00 80 J=1,NPTXY
V'%q5 178* 00	 79	 I=1,2
00450 179+ IF(ABS(XYPAIR(I,J)).GT.0)60	 TO 90
00452 180* 79 CONTINUE
00454 181* 80 CONTINUE
'. 00456 182* 00 82 J=I,NDEGPI
00461 183• IF(ABS(POLYC0(J)).GT.0)G0	 TO	 110
' 00463 184* 82 'CONTINUE
00463 185* C CHECK FOR DEGREE AND NUMBER OF POINTS
00465 186* 90 IF(M.GT.NDEG.OR.N.GT.NPTXY)u0 	 TO 4000
00467 187* DO 95	 J=1,N
00472 188* XPT(J)=XYPA IR(1 ,J )
004T3 189* 95 VPT(J)=XYPAIR(2,J)
00475 190• CALL CU RV61(XPT,YPT,M,N,A,ADPSET)
00476 191* DO 105 J=NPTXY
00477 192* 00	 100	 1=1,2
i 00502 193* 100 XYPAIR(I,J)=0.
6 1.:3% 194* 105 CONTINUE
00505 195* MP1=M+l
00506 196* 00	 107	 J=I,MP1
00511 197* 107 ADP(J,INCHAN)=ADPSET(J)
00513 198* GO TO 40
00513 199* C
i 00514 200* 110 CONTINUE
N 00514 201* C
00514— 202+ C PUT CALS
	
IN PROPER ARRAY
00515 203* 00	 Ill	 J=1,NDEGPI
' 00520 204* AOP(J,,INCHAN)=POLYCO(J)
00521 205* 111 POLYCO(J)=0,
005,23 206* GO TO 40
00523 207* C
00524 208* 115 CONTINUE
00525 209* IF(NOTAB)GO TO 1900
00527 210• NOCARD=.TRUE.
00530 211+ 'WRITE(LUOUT,4003)
00532 212* I1T CONTINUE
00533 213*— 119 CONTINUE
00534 214* IF( TYPE 	 )G0 TO	 125
00536 215* TITLE(I)='	 VIDAR'
00537 216* TITLE(2)=1 DATA '
i 00540 217* TITLE(3)='ACOUIS'
00541 218* TITLE(4)=' ITION
00542 219* TITLE(5)='SYSTEM'
00543 220* 00	 120	 J=6,12
00546 221* 120 TITLEO=BLANK
00550 222* 125 IF( TYPE 2)G0	 TO	 130






00561 229* E OW= 'd5tt(b h,
00562 230• 135 IF( TYPE4 )G O TO	 140 000722	 - - --
OOS64 231* 140 IF(TYPES)GO TO	 145 000724
00566 232• INCHAN=MXCHAN 000125
00561 233 ► m=1 000727
00510 2344 00	 14 11	 1=I.INCHAN 000736
00573 234• DEG(J)=M 000136
00574 236* CHANLC(J)=J 000740.
09575 237* CHAN(J)=J 000742
03576 238* ADP(1,J)=0.00 000744
00577 239* 144 ADP(2,J)=1.000 000746
00601 2404 145 CONTINUE 000753
00602 2416 CALL	 FO2FO( I,H1,1, TITLE(I ), 1) 000753
00603 242* DO 141 JPRT=1,12 000767
00606 243 * 147 TA88UF ( JPRT, 1)=TITLE( JPRT) 000767
00610 244* 00	 170 JP=I,MXLIM 000714
00613 245v L IMBUF(JP, l )=TITLE( JP) 000774
00614 246* 170 TABBUF( JP,'1)=TITLE( 1P) 00.0775	 --
00614 2414 C POSITION	 INPUT TAPES 000775
00614 2490 C 000775
00616 249* IF(TAPEI.GT .0)CALL NTRAN(TAPE1,22) 001000
00620 2504 1F( TAPEI . GT .O )CALL NTRAN ( TAPE1, 10) 001007
00622 2514 CALL NTRAN(TAPE1,22) 001016
00623 252* iF(MOVEI.GT.0)CALL NTRAN(TAPEI,8,MOVE1) 001022
00625 2534 CALL NTRAN(TAPE-T,22) 001032
00626 254* 7APETN=TAPEI 001036
00626 251, C CONVERT START/STOP AND FIRST TIME CHECKS TO MILLISECONDS 001036
00621 2564 J=0 001040
'	 00630 257* DO 188	 JJ=1,3 001041
~	 00633N 258* J=J+1 001045
00634 259* IF(DOD(J).NE.O.OR. 	 HH(J).NE.O.OR.	 MM(J).VE.0)GO	 TO	 185 001047
00636 260* TIMEMS(J)=TFILL(J? 001065
00637 261* GO TO	 189 001067	 i
00640 262* 195 CALL OHMZMS(DOO(J),HH(J),MM(J),TIMEMS(J),t1950) 0010TI
f	 00641 263* 188 CONTINUE 001112
`	 00643 2644 ECWI=EOW 001112
00644 265* WRITE(LUOUT,300-2) 001114
00644 266* C 001114
00644 267• C 001114
006 ,1 11 2684 C PRINT 1NiTIAI CONOLTIONS FOR EXECUTION 001114
00646 2694 WRITE( LUOUT,3003)TITLE 001121
00651 2T0• WR 'ITE(LU' O'UT, 3004')OOD( 1),HH( I ),MM( 1 ),TIMEMS( 1) • 001131
00657 271* WRITE(LUOUT,3005 )DOD( 2),HH(2),MM( 2),TTMEhS( 2) 001142
00665 2724 WRITE( LUOUT,3006)OOD(3),HH(3),MM(3),TIME.MS(3) 0011.53
00673 273* WRITE(LUOUT,300T )TA PE1 001164
-	 00676 274* WRITE(LUOUT,3008)TAPEZ 001172
00701 275* WRITE(LUOUT,3009)TAPEF 001200
00704 276* WRITE(LUO'JT, 3016 )EOWI 001206	 9
00704 277* C 00 193 JJJ=1, INCHAN 001205	 `--T-^-
00707 278* DO	 193 J=1,INCHA P: 001220
00707 279* C J=CHAINLC(JJJ) 001220
00712 2804 NP=DEG(J)+l 001224
00713 2814 WRITE( LUOUT,3010)CHANLC(J),LABL(1,J),LABL(2,1),DEG(J) 001227	 i
00721 282* 193 WRITE(LUOUT,3011)(ADP( -K,J),K = 1,NP) 001242
00721 2934 C 001242
00721 284E C READ INPUT TAPE 001242
00730 285* IF(BADCRO.GT .0)GO	 T3	 1900 001260



























































00733 288+ 200 1SCAN=O
00734 289* PSCAN=O
00735 290* DO	 205	 J1=1,TNSTAT
00740 291; 205 BUF(JJ)=NEGZRO
00742 292* CALL NTRAN(TAPEIN,2,MXBUF,BUF,INSTAT)
00T43 293* IREC=IREC+1
00744 294* 220 CALL NTRAN( TAPE IN, 22)
00745 295* IF(INSTAT.EO.-1)GO	 TO	 220
00747 296* IF ( INSTAT . LT.	 MX8UF.AND . INSTAT . GE .MI,4AEC) GO	 TO	 230
00751 297s IBAD=IBAD+1
00752 298* WRITE(LUOUT,4020)
00754 299* WRITE( LUOU7,4025)IREC,INSTAT
00760 300* IF( BAD . GT.MXBAD )GO TO	 1500
E	 P 00762 301* JF(INSTAT. EO.-2)IREU =IREC-1k
00764 302* - IF(INSTAT.EC.-2)GO	 TO	 1500
00766 303* IF( INSTAT.EQ.-3)G0	 TO	 15'00
f	 _ 00770 304* 230 CHRALL=INSTAT*6
f OOT71 305* 1S.TCH=1
00772 306* LSTPTR=O
00773 30T* 231 T1CHR=O




y ti 00776 310 * TIN =O
OOTT7' 311* EOWCHR=O
01000 312* CALL	 SCHCHR(BUF(1),ISTCH,i8,EOWI, 	 EOWCHR,s240)
01001 313* GO TO	 250
OT002' 314* 240 CALL:SCHCHR(BUF(1),ISTCH,IB,EOW2,EOWCHR,S4040)
i 01003 315* 250 CALL	 F02INT(BUF(1),TI"HR-2,2,HOUR,51950)
H 01004 316} CALL	 FO2I'NT(8UF(1),T1CHR+1,2,MIN	 ,51850)
L4 01005 317+ ISCAN=ISCAN+i
01006 318* IF(HOUR.LT.SAVHR)000(3)=000(3)+1
01010 319* SAVHR=HOUR




01014 324* iF(T'IMOUT(ISCAN).GT.TIMEM5(2))GO	 TO	 1500
01.014 325* C
01014 326* C GET NEXT TIME CHARACTER TO GET DATA WORDS PER SCAN
01016 327* IF(I'SCAN.EO.MXSCAN)G0 TO 	 263
01020' 328* CALL	 SCHCHR(BUF(1),ISTCH,CHRALL-ISTCH,COLONZ,T2CHR,^^ 4030)
01021 329* SAVCHR=T2CHR
01021 330* C




01024 335* GO TO 350
01025 335* 263 DATWRD=(CHRALL-LSTPTR)/CHRWRD-1
01025 337* C GET CHANNEL FROM CHR POS 3-5
01026 338 * 350 IF(TIMOUT(ISCAN).LT.TI*tEMS(1,))GO	 TO	 1485
01030 339* 355 CHNL=O_
01031 340* CALL	 F02INT(BUF(l),LSTPTR+3,3,CHVL,54049)
01031 341* CX WRITE( LUOUT,5000)CHVL,BATOUM,JCC,F000T( 1 ),FDOUT( 2)
01032 342* 5000 FORMAT(IX,10013)
01033 343* DO 360 JC=I,INCHAN
t
01036 314* JCC=JC 001603
01036 345* c CHOUMP 001603
01036 346* CX IF(CHDUMP.GT .100)GO TO 5001 001603
01036 347* CX WRITE( LUOUT,5000 )JC,CHANLC( JC ),CHNL, ISCAN, IREC 001603
01036 348+ c CHDUMP=CHDUMP+1 001603
01037 349* 5001 CONTINUE 001605
01040 350* IF(CHNL.EO.CHANLC(JC)-I)GO TO 400 001605
01040 351* C 001605
01040 352* C CHNL 000 ON INPUT TAPE USES 001
	 ON LEAD CARD INPUT S CUT LABEL 001605
01040 353* C 001605
01042 354* 360 CONTINUE 001613
01044 355* GO TO 1485 001613
01049 356* C GO TO NEW SCAN 001613
01045 357* 400 CONTINUE 001615
02046 358* CHRI=O 001615
01047 359 • CALL	 F021NT( BUF'(I ),LSTPTR+ I, I,CHRI , t4O5T) 001615
01050 360* IF(CHRI.E0.0)GO
	 TO	 1450 001621





01054 362* IF( CHRI.LT.0)G0 TO
	
1450 001635
01056 363* 605 CHR2=0 001641
01057 364* CALL	 FDZFD( 1,BUF(1 ),LSTPTR+2,CHR2,6) 00164-1
01057 365* CX IF(CHA2.NE.BLNKED)GO
	
TO 650 001641
01060 366* IF(CHR2.EO.MIDLIM)GO	 TO 650 001653
07062 367* IF(CHR2.E0.LOLIM)GO TO 650 001656
01064 368* IF(CHRZ.EO.HILIM)GO TO 650 001661
01066 369* IF(CHR2.EO.BLNKED)GO TO 610 001664
01070 370* LSTPTR=LSTPTR+l 001667
N	 01071 371* GO TO 605 001672
01071 372* C 00167.2
01071 373* C LIMIT DATA PATCH TO SHIFT EXTRA CHARACTERS AND GET LOG DATA 001672
01071 374* C 001672
01072 375* 610.CONTINUE 001614
01072 376* C 001674
01072 377* C SHOULD HAVE LOG MODE OR OVERLOAD DATA 001674
01072 378* C 001674
01073 379* CHR7=0 001674
01074 380* CALL	 F02FD(6,BUF(I),LSTPTR+7,CHR1,6) 001674
01075 381* CHR13=BLANK 001706Fr	 01076 382* CALL FDZFD(1,BUF(1),LSTPTR+I3,CNA13,6) 001710
01077 383* IF(CHRT.NE.BLANK)GO TO 650 OOtT22
01101 384* ZDATA=ZBIG 001725
k	 -01102 385* GO TO 1000 001727
_01103 386* 650 CONTINUE 001731
01103 387* C FLOAT DATA 001731
_.	 01103 388* C 001731
01104 389+ CALL	 (D2INT(BUF(1),LSTPTR+7,5,RDATA,9405T) 001731
01105 390* CHR6=0 001742
01106 391* CALL	 FD2FD( I,BUF(i ),LSTPTR+6,CHR6,6) 001743
01107 392* IF(CHR6.EO.NEG)ZMULT=-I. 001755
01111 393* IF(CHR6.EO.BLNKED)ZMULT=1. 001762
01113 394* CALL	 F02INT(BUF(1),LSTPTR+I2,I,NEGEX'P,t4057) 001774
01114 395* ZDATA=(ZMULT*ADATA)/10**NEGEXP 002006
A	 01115 396* FOOUT(1)=6H 002022
011.16 397* FDOUT(2)=6H 002D24
01117 398* IF(CHRI.GT .4)GO	 TO	 1000 002026
01121 399* OPOATA=ZDATA 002032
01121 400* CX IF(CHNL.NE.24.AND.	 CHNL.NE .25)GO






,01121 401* Cl IF(NEGCK.GT .10)GO	 TO	 11113 002032
01121 1102+ C NEGCK=NEGCK+1 002032
01121 403* C IF( CHNL. EQ. 24)WRITE(L000T,11111)CHNL,ZMULT,DPDATA,FCDUT,ZOATA 002032
01121 404+ C IF(CMNL.E0.25)WRITE(LUOUT,11111)CHNL,ZMULT,DPOATA,FDOUT,ZOATA 0020`32




01122 407* C WRITE( LUOUT,5555)CHRI,CHR2,CHR6,CHR7,CHR13,CHNL 002034
01123 408• 11113 CONTINUE 002034
01124 409* CALL	 EVALFT(OPOATA,DEG( JCC ).ADP( 1, JCC ), ZDATA) 002034
01125 11101- CALL FP2FD(ZOATA,12,3,FOOUT(1),I) 00.2050
01125 411* C'X IF(CHNL.NE,29.AND.CHNL.NE .25)GO TO
	
11116 002050
011.25 412* CX IF(NEGCK.GT .10)GO	 TO	 11116 002050
01125- 413* CX IF(CHNL.E0.24)',jRITE(L000T,11111)CHNL,ZIIULT,DPDATA,FDOUT,ZDATA 002050
01125 414* CX IF(CHNL.E0.25) W RITE(LUOUT,111I1)CHNL,ZMULT ,DPDATA,FDOUT,ZOATA 002050
01125 It C 	 ' WRITE(LUOUT,5555 )CHRI,CHA2,CHR6,CHR7,C4-R 	 3,CHNL 002050
01126 416* 11116 CONTINUE 002057
01127 417* GO TO 1050 002057
01130 418* 1000 IF(LABL(1,JCC).EO.BLANK)LABL(1,JCC)=CHR13 002061
01132 419* CALL	 FP2FD(ZDATA,6,I,FDOUT,4) 002071
01133 It 1050 LABEL(1)=LABL( I,JCC) 002101
01134 421* LABEL( 2 )=LABL( 2, JCC) 002104
01134 422* C 002104
01134 423* C CHECK TIMOUT 002104
01134 424* C 002104
01135 425* CALL	 MS20AY(I11TOUT(ISCAN),DAY,HOUA,M IN, ZSEC , 	 1860) 002106
01135 426* C BUILD TIME
	
OUTPUT WORD FOR TABS 002106
i 01136 427* LIMLIN( 2)=BLANK 002121
F, 01137 428 * CALL	 INTZFO(DAY,3,LIMLIN(I.),2) 002123
cn, 01140 429* CALL
	 FO2FO( I,COLON,6,LIMLIN( I ),5) 002131
01191 1130 * CALL	 INT2FD(H0UR,2,LIMLIN(1),6) 002140
01142 431* CALL	 F02FD(1,C0LO.V,6,LIMLIN(2),2) 002146
01.143 If CALL	 INT2FO(MIV,2,LIMLIN(2),3) 002155
01144 433* LOGLIN( I )=LIMLIN( 1 ) 002163
01145 4 34* LOGLIN( 2 )=L IML IN( 2 ) 002165
01145 1135* C 002165'
01145 436* C	 CHECK FOR LOG MODE OR OVERLOAD 002161
01145 437* C 002165
01146 438* IF(CHRZ.EO.BLNKED)GO TO
	
1200 002167
01146 439* G 002167
0114$ 1140* C SPACE LIMIT TAB LINE 002167
01.146 941* C' 002167
01150 442* CALL	 F02FD( 3,BUF(i ),LSTPTR+3,LIMLIN(3),4) 002172
01151 443* CALL	 FDZFG(9,FDOUT(1),1,LIMLIN(5),4) 002204
01152 444* CALL	 FO2FD(9,LA8EL(1 ), I,LIMLIN(9 ), 1) 002213
01153 445* CALL FDZFD( 1,BUF(1 ),LSTPTR+2,LIMLIN( 10),6) 002222
01153 1146* C 002222
01153 If C PUT LIMBUF ON MASS STORAGE 002222
01154 448* LIMROW=LIMROW+1 002234
01155 440♦ 00	 1075	 J=L,MXLIM 002237
01160 450* LIMBUF(J,LIMRO',I)=LIML IN( J1 002241-
45l* 1075 LIML IN( J)=BLANK 002247
01163 452* WRD=MXLIM*LIMROW 002252
01164 453* IF(LIMROW.LT.PRTRO'W)GO TO 1085 002255
01166 454* CALL 14TRAN(TSF, 1,WRO,LIMSUF( 1, 1 ),LSTAT) 002261
01167 455* 1076 CALL NTRAN(TSF,22) 002271
01170 456* IF(LSTAT.Ea.-1)GO
	 TO	 1076 002274
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01.171 1459* 1085 CONTINUE
01175 160+ GO TO 1450
01175 4'61 * C
01175 462* C _FIRST WORD PER SCAN IS TIME
01175 463* C
01175 464* C STORE AND OUTPUT FOR FIXED SAMPLE RATE TAPE
01175 4S5* C
01175 466* C
01175 467* C DATA USES SLOTS 2 THROU 42 PER SCAN AND 12 SCANS
0117E 468* 1200 IF(ISCAN.EQ.LSCAN)GO	 TO	 11205
01200 469* LSCAN=ISCAN
01201 170* TSLOT=?SCAN*42+1
01202 1T1* PLTBUF(TSLOT)=TIMOUT( ISCAN.)
OIZ03 472* 1205 PBUF=CHANLC(JCC)+TSLOT
01204 47`s * IF(PBUF.GT,BUFSIZ)GO	 TO	 1900
01206 474• ZPLTBU(PBUF)=ZOATA
01206 475* C
01206	 - 476* C SET UP AND SPACE LJS	 TAB LINE BY THE SCAN
01207 477* LUNIT(1)=BLANK
01210 478* LUNIT(2)=BLANK
— 01211 479* LUNIT(3)=BLANK
•01212 480* JCHNL=1
01213 481* GRP=O
01214 482* 00 1225	 JCOL=JCHNL,IO,TABCOL
O1'21T 483,• GRP=GRP+1
01220 484* IF(CHANLC(_►CC;.EQ.JCOL)GO TO	 1230
G)	 01222 4$5* 1225 CONTINUE
'	 01224 486* GO TO 1235
01225 487* 1230 CALL	 FDZFD' 9,FDOUT(1 ),4,TABBJF(4,GRP+8),5 )0% 01226 488* CALL	 FDZFD(9,LQBEL(t),I,TABB','F(4,GRP+3),5)
01227 489* GO TO	 1425
01230 49^* 1235 JCHNL=2
01231 491* GRP=0
01232 492* DO 1245	 JCOL=JCHNL,MXCHAN,TABCOL
01235 493* GAP=GRP+l-
01236 494* IF(CHANLC(JCC).EQ JCOL)GO TO	 1250
01240 795* 1245 CONTINUE
01242 496* GO TO 1255
01243 497* 125.0 CALL	 F02FD(9,FDOUT(i),4,TABBUF(6,GRP+8),3)
01244 of CALL FDZFD(9,LABEL(l),I,TABBI-IF(6,GRP+3),3)
01245 199* GO	 TO	 1,425
01246 500* 1259 JCHNL=3
0124-7 501* GRP=O
01250 502* 00 1265	 JCOL=JCHNL,MXCHAN,TABCOL
01253 503* GRP=GGRP+1
01254 504* IF(CHANLC(JCC).EQ.JCOL)GO TO	 1270
01256 505* 1265 CONTINUE
01260 506* GO TO	 1275
0126-1 507* 1270 CALL	 FD2FD(9,FD-UT(1 ),4, TABBUF( B,GRP+8 ),1)
01262 508* CALL	 FDZFID(9,LABEL(1),I,TABBUF(S,GRP+3),1)
01263 509* GO TO 1425
01264 570* 1275 JCHNL=4
01265 511• GRP=O
01266 512* DO	 1285	 JCOL=JCHNL,MXCHAN,TABCOL
01.211 513* GRP=GRP+)




























































01274 515* 1285 'CONTINUE
01276 5 16* GO TO	 1295
01277 5 17* 1290 CALL
	
F02FD(9,FDILUT(l),4,TASSUF(9,riRP+8),5)
01300 5196 CALL	 FDZFD(9,LABEL(l),I,TABBUF(9,GRP+3),5)
01301 519* GO	 TO	 11425
01302 520%, 1295 JCHNL=5
01303 521v GRP=O
01304 522* 00	 1305	 JCCL=JCHNL,.IIXCHAN,TABCOL
01307 5234 GRP=GRP+l
01310 5244 lF(CHANLC(JCC).EQ.JCOL)G0 TO	 1310
01312 5 25 1305 C ONT INUE
01314 526* GO	 TO	 1315
It
01315 52T* 1310 CALL	 FD2FOC9,FDOUTCI),r#,YABBUF(11,GRP+8),3)
01316 528* CALL	 FDZFD(9,LASEL(t),I,TABBUF(11,GRP+3),3)
01317 529* GO	 TO	 14i5








01326 5 34 IF(CHA-NLC(JCC).EQ. -Jr'OL)j^O	 TO	 1330
Ot330 535 : 1325 CONTINUE
01332 536* GO TO 1335
01333 537* 1330 CALL	 FD2FD(9,FD,'-IU7(1),4,TABBUF(13,GRP*8),I)
013314 538* CALL	 FDZFD(9,LABEL(l),,I,TABBUF(13,SRP+3),I)
01335 5 39* GO TO	 1425
01336 54of 1335 JCHNL-=7
G) 0133T ^41* GRF=O
013 4 0 592* DO	 1340	 JCOL=JCH19L,MXCHAN,TABCOL
01343 543* GRP=GRP+l
01 34 1f 5114* IF(CHANLC(J',C).EQ.Jl^OL)GO TO	 1350
01346 545* 1340 C ON T INUE
01350 596* GO TO	 1355
01351 5117* 1350 CALL	 F02FD(9,FDOUT(l),4,TABBUF(14,SRP+S),5)
01352 5 If 8 * CALL	 FDZFD(9,LABEL(t),I,TABBUF(14,GRPi-3),5)
01353 549* GO TO 1425
01354 550* 1355 JCHNL=S
01355 55 1 GRP=O
01356 552* 00	 1365	 JC OL=JCHYL,MXC- HAN, TABC OL
0136-1 55 3* GRP=GRP+l
01362 554* IF(CHANLC(JCC).EQ.JCOL)SO	 TO	 1370
01364 555* 1365 CONTINUE
01366 556* GO TO	 t375
01367 557* 1370 CALL	 FDZFD(9,FDCUT(l),R,TABBUF(16,GRP+8),3)
0 1 370 558* CALL	 F02FD(9,LABEL(l),t,TABBUF(16,GRP+3),3)
01371 559* GO TO	 1425
013T2 560* 1375 JCHNL=9
01373 561* GRP=O
ot374 562* 00 1385	 JCOL=JCHNL,MXCHAN,TA3COL
01377 563* GRP=GRP+l
01 10GG 564* IF(CHANLC(JCC).E0.JCOL)'O	 TO	 1390
01402 565* 1385 CONTINUE
01 ,404 566* GO	 TO	 1395
01 1405 567* 1390 CALL	 F02FD(9,FDOUT(l),4,TABBUF(18,GRP+8),I)
01406 568* CALL	 F02FD(9,LA3EL(t),,,,TABBUF(18,GRP+3),I)
01407 569* GO TO	 1425
01 ,110 570* 1395 JCHNL=10
ol q ll 571* GRP=O
01412 5120 00 1405	 JCOL=JCHNL,MXCHAN,TABCOL 003143	 ---,—.--_--	 -._
01 ,415 573* GRP=GRP+1 003143
01 ,116 574* IF(CRANLC(JCC).EC.JCOL)GO TO 1410 003146
01 ,420 575* 1405 CONTINUE 003153
01 ,122 576* GO TO	 1425 003153
01423 577* 1410 CALL F02FD(9,FDOUT(l),4,TABBUF( 19,GRP+B ),5) 003155
01424 578* CALL F02FD(9,LABEL(t),1,TABBUF(19,GRP+3),5) 003110
01425 579* 1425 CONTINUE 003203
014.25 580* C 003203
01425 581+ C PUT TIME	 IN TABBUF 003203
01425 582+ C 003203
01426 583• TABBUF(1,GRP+B)=LOGLIN(1) 003203
01427 5840 TABBUF(2,GRP+8)=L0GLIN(2) 003206
01 ,427 585s C 003206
01427 586* C CHANNEL ROW TABBED	 OUT	 1-10,..31-40 003206
01 ,127 587-s C 003206
01430 588* TABBUF( 3,GRP+8)=TABBUF( 3,GRP+?.) 003210	 --
01431 589* LIN=LIN+1 003212
01432 590* TABBUF(1,GRP+8)=LOGLIN(1) 003215
01433 591• TABBUF(2,GRP+8)=LOGLIN(2) 003217
01434 5920 00 1426 JJL=I,MXLOG 003224
01437 593* 1426 LOGL IN( JJL )=BLANK 003224
01437 594* C 003224
01437 595* C	 MARE CHANNELS ? 003224
01437 596* C' 003224
01441 597* 1450 DATWRD=DATWRO-1 003227
01441 598* C IOMP CHR 003227
01 ,142 599+ IF( IDMP.GT.T2)GO	 TO	 1451 003231
01442 600* Cit WRITE(LUOUT,5555)CHR'1,CHR2,CNA6,CHR7,CHR13,CHNL 003231
O0	 01444 601* 5555 FORMAT( 1X,6012) 003235
01445 602* IDMp=I07lP+1 003235
01446 603*, 1451 CONTINUE 003241
01447 604* LSTPTR=LSTPTR+12 003241	 101450 605• CALL	 SCHCHR('BUF(1),LSTPTR,6,EOWI,NXTPTR,61.452) 003243
01 ,151 6064 GO TO
	
1454 003253
01452 607* 1452 CALL	 SCHCHR(BUF(1),LSTPTR,6,EOW2,NXTPTR,5 .4040) 003255
01453 608* 1454 LSTPTR=NXTPTR 003265
01454 609* IF(OATWRD.GT .0)GO TO 355 003266
01454 610• C 003266
01454 611* C CHECK TO SEE	 IF ANY LOS DATA PRESENT FOR THIS SCAN 003266
01456 612* IF(LINSAV.EO.LIN)GO	 TO	 1485 003271
01460 613* LINSAV=LIN 003274
01 ,160 614* C 003274
01460 615* C TAB OUT LOG DATA BY SCAN 003274
01460 616* C 003274
01461 617* IF(LINHOG.LT .48)GO	 TO	 1469 003276
01463 618* LINHDG=O 003392
01 ,464 619* WRITE(LUOUT,3014)((TABBUF(J21,J8),J21=1,21),J8=1,B) 003303
01475 620* 1469 C'ON'TINUE 003316
01 ,476 611* JGRP=GRP+8 003316
01477 622• LINHDG=LINHDG+JGAP-7 003320
01500 623• WRITE(LUOUT,3014)((TABBUF(J21,J12),J21'21,21),J12=9,JGRP) 003327
01511 624* WRITE(LUOUT,3014 )LOGL1+4 003342
01511 625* C	 FIXED SA MIPLE RATE 42 DATA	 *	 12 SCANS=504 WORDS 003342
0.1511 626* C 003342
01514 627* TSCAN=TSCAN+1 003352
015'1.5 628* IF(TSCAN.LT .12)GO	 TO	 1485 003355
b015 17 629* CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,I,BUFSIZ,PLTBUF(1),WSTAT)




01523 632* IF(WSTAT.EO.BUFSIZ)GO	 TO	 14°;
01523 633* C
01523 634* C FATAL ERROR
01525 635* WRITE(LUOU— 4060)TREC,TSCAN
01531 636* GO TO 1500










01531 642* C MORE SCANS?
	
IF NOT READ ANOTHER INPUT RECORD
j 01541 643* 1485 IF( I SCAN ,LT.MX SCAN )GO	 TO	 231
_ 01541 644* C. THROUGH WITH DATA	 SCAN
01143 645* GO TO 200
Li] 01544 646* 1500 CONTINUE
i 01544- 647• C01544 648* C TAB OUT LAST DATA
01544 649* C
01545 650* WRIM LUOUT,3018)
01547 651* WRYTE(LUOUT,3014)T-BBUF
01547 652* CX CALL NTRAN(TAPEIN,11,22)
01552 653* CALL	 NTRAN(TAPEIN,10,22)
01553 654* IF(TAPE2.E0.0)"u0
	 TO	 1510
G') 01553 655* C
i 51553 656* C CONTINUATION TAPE
i 01553 657* C
01555 658* TAPFIN=TAPE2
01556 659* TAPEZ=0
0151 660* CALL NTRAN(TAPEIN,10,22)
01560 661* IF(MOVE2.E0.0)GO
	 TO	 200
01.552 662* CALL NTRAN(TAPEIN,8,MOVEZ)
01563 663* CALL NTRAN(TAPEIN,22)
0.1564 664 * GO TO 200
01565 665* 1510 IF(TSCAN.E0.0)GO	 TO	 1519
01567 666* CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,I,BUFSIZ,PLTBUF(1),WSTAT)




01571 670* C DO EOF,REWIND,	 AND RELEASE OF FIXED 	 SAMPLE RATE TAPE
01511 671* C
01573 612* 1519 IF(TREC.EO.0) u^0	 TO	 1528
01575 673* IF(.NOT.'APEO)CALL 	 NTRAN(TAPEF,10,22)
01577 .674* IF(TAPEO)CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,9,10,22)
01577 675* C
01601 676* CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,2,BUFSIZ,PLTSUF,INSTAT)
01602 677* 1521 CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,22)
01603 678* IF(INSTAT.EO.-I)GO	 TO	 1521
01605 679• IF(INSfAT.NE_BUFSIZ)GO TO
	 1528
01607 680* WRITE( LUOUT,3015)PLTBUF
01601 681* CX CALL NTRAN(TAPEF,11,22)
01612 682* CALL	 NTRAN(TAPEF,10,22)
01612 683* C WRITE LIMIT DATA	 ON	 TEMP	 STATUS FILE (TSF)



























































01616 686* CALL	 NTRAN(TSF,I,WRD,LIMBUF(l,l),LSTAT) 003605
01617 687* 1530 CALL NTRAN(TSF,2Z) 003615
01620 688* IF( L STAT EQ. -I )GO	 TO	 15 30 003620
01622 689* LREC=LREC+l 0036"
01623 690* 15 If 0 WRD=MXLIM*PRTROW 00362?
0 16 2 1f 691* CALL NTRAN(TSF,10,22) 003630
01629 692* C 003630
01624 693* C PRINT LIMIT DA TA FRO1	 TSF	 FILE 003630
01625 694* WR17E(LUOUT,3014) 003645
01625 695* C 003645
016V 696* 00	 1550 JPL=I,LREC 003660
01632 6+97* JCK=JPL 003660
01633 698* IF(LREC.EQ.0)GO	 TO	 1546 003662
01635 6994 IF(JCK.^E.LREC)WRD=MXLI.'4*LIMROW 00 36 61f
01637 700* CALL	 NTRAN(TSF,2,WRD,LIMBUF(I,l 	 LW S TA T 003672
01640 701* 1545 CALL NTRAN(TSF,Z2) 003702
01641 702V IF(LWSTAT.EQ.-I)GO	 TO	 15 q 5 003705
0169 3 703* 1546 LROW=WRO/MXLIM 003711
01644 704* 1550 WRITE(LUOUT,3000)((LIMBUF(JIZ,JX),JI2=1,12),JX=I,LROW)* 003714
01656 705* WRITE(LUOUT,3013) 003733
01660 706* WRITE(LUOUI,3012)[REC,TRE^-pBAY,HOUR,M1,N,TIMOUT(ISI-A,-Y) 003740
016TO 70T* GO TO	 1900 003753
.
01670 7084 C FORMATS INPUT 003753
01670 709* C 003753
016TI TI0* 2000 FORMAT( 12AL 003755
01672 111* 2002 FORMAT( 13A6,A2) 003755
0 01673 TIZ* 2004 F ORMA T( 16X,13,IX,12,IX,12,2(IIX,13,IX,12,IX,12)) 003755
01674 713* 2006 F ORMA TC I 3X , 1 2,4 C-SX , 12 ), A6 003755
CD 01675 Ttq* 2008 FORMAT(6X,12,IX,2A6,2X,11,4X,T2) 003755
01675 T15* C 003755
01675 T16f C FORMATS OUTPUT 003755
01675 TIT* C 003755
OA676 718* 3000 F O-RM A T( IZA6) 003755
016TT 719w 3001 FORMAT(IX,13A6	 A2) 003755
01700 ?20* 3002 F 0 RM A T ( '0	 CSVIDR WILL	 EXECUTE USING	 I	 S FOLLOWS:'NFO A 003755
011, 01 721* 3003 FORMAT ('0	 TITLE=	 ',13A6,A2) 0037­55
017\12 72Z* 300q FORMAT( '0	 START	 TIME	 000=	 1 ,13, 1 	 HH=	 1 ,12, 1 	 MM=	 1 ,12, 1	MS=	 1 ,112) 003755
OIT03 723* 3005 FORMAWO	 STOP	 TIME	 000=	 1 ,13, 1 	 HH=	 ',12,'	 Ml=	 ',12,'	 MS=	 ',112) 003755
0170 11 72q* 3006 FORMAT( 1 0	 TAPE	 TIME	 000=	 ',13,'	 HH=	 ',12,'	 MM=	 ',12,'	 MS=	 ',112) 003755
01705 125* 3007 FORMAT( '0	 TAPElO	 TAPEI	 WILL . USE UNIT 1 ,13) 003755
017off 7264 3008 FORMAT( '0	 TAPEIO	 TAPE2 WILL
	
USE UNIT'	 13) 003755
01701 727* 3009 FORMAT( '0	 TAPETO	 TAPEF WILL	 USE UNIT'.,13) 003755
ci:? ,to 728f 3010 FORMAT( '0 CHANNELS	 RE&JESTEU ARE.-'/ 003755
01710 729* *1	 PTR	 L ABEL	 DEG'/ 003755
01710 730w *(IX,I3,IX,2A6,IX,I3)) 003T55
01711 ?111* 3065 FORMATC I	 ABSCISSA I ,?XE12.T, I =Xl',3XE12.7,'=X2',3XEIZ.7, , =X3 , ,3X 003755
01711 732* IE12.T,'=X4',3XEIZ.?,'=X5',3XE12.T,'=X6',/17XEIZ.7,'=X7',3XE12.7, 003755
01711 733* Z=XBI,3XE12.7','=X9',3XE12.T,I=XIO',2XE12.7,'=XIII,2xEl2.7,'=XI2',/ I 003755
01711 731#* 37XE12.7,'=XI31,2XEIZ.T,I=XI41,ZXE12.7,'=XI51,2XE12.7p'=Xl,-;',ZXE12. 003755
OITII 735* 47,'=XITI,2XEIZ.T,'=XIBI,/ITXE12.T,'=XI9'p2XE12.T,I=XZOI,2XE12.7,'= 003755
0 , till 736* 5X211) 003755
01717 737* 30TO FORMAWO	 ORDINATE'	 TXEIZ.T,'=Yl' , 3XEIZ.7, 1 =Y2 1	 3XE12.7, 1 =Y3 1	3X 003755
01712 739v IE12.7,'=Y4',3XE12.7,'=Y5',3XE12.7,'=Y6',/I?XE12.7,'=Y7',3XE12-7, 003755
01712 739* 2=YSI,3XE12.7,'=Y9',3XE'2.7,'=YIO',ZXE12.7,'=Yll',ZXE12.7,,=YI2,,fI 003755
01712 740* 37XEIZ.7,'=YI31,ZXE12.7,'=YI41,ZXE12.7,'=YI51,2XE12.7,'=YISIPZX'^--^12. 003755
01712 ?1flf 47,'=YITI,ZXE12.7,'=YISI,/17XE.12.7,'=YI91,2XE12.7,'=YZO',2XE12.7, '= 003T55




























































0IT13 743• 3011 FORMAT(/'	 COEFFICIENTS',3XE12.7,'=AO',3XE12.7,'=Al' ► 3XE12.7,'=A2'
01713 744* 1,3XE12.7,'=A3',3XE12.T,'=A4',3XE12.7,'=A5')
01714 745* 3012 FORMAT('	 INPUT RECOROS=',I6,'	 OUTPUT RE^OROS= 1 ,T6,'	 LAST TIME	 OUT
aITI li 746. s	 15'rtx,I3,2t1x,12),'	 MILLISECONDS=
	 ',112)
01715 747* 3013 FORMAT( 	 '1	 NORMAL EXIT FOR PROGRAM CSVIDR')
01716 748* 3014 FORMAT(21A6)






01720 751* 3016 FORMAT( 1 0 END	 OF WARD CHARACTER EOW=',A6)
01721 752* 3017 FORMAT(RP)







*1000MP	 THE FIRST RECORD	 OF FIXED	 S/R	 TAPE',//
*'OPRINT	 OUT LIMIT MODE DATA	 IF PRESENT')
^") I	 + 01122 756* C
c 01722 757 ► C DIAGNOSTIC MSG AND ERROR MSG
^
01722 7584 C
l 01723 759* 4000 WRITE(L000T,4001)1
— 01725 TSO* 4001 FOR*.1T{ 1 0 ** C cVIOP **PIINTS OR DEGREE
	
IN ERROR. +TILL	 READ MORE DATA
01725 761 * s	 SETS IF POSSIBLE')
01726 762*' NOTAB=.TRUE.
0172T 763* GO TO 40
01730 764* 9020 FORMAT( 1 0**CSVIDR**HAS ENCOUNTERED	 A BAD	 INPUT RECORD')





01731 766 * *ATY SIX BIT WORDS WERE RETURNED')
01732 767* 4030 III=ISTCH
01733 768* II2=ISTCH+2
0 01734 169* WRITE(LUOUT,4035)COLON,ISCAN,(BUF(III),III=III,II2)
' 01744 7704 4035 FORMAT('O**CSVIDR**COULD NOT FIND 	 THE	 TIME CHARACTER (1,A6,')








01754 777* GO TO 231
01755 778* 4040 WRITE(LUOUT,4045)ISCAN




01763 783* IF(WBAD.GT .37)GO TO 200
01765 784* 4003 FORMAT( 1 0**CSVIDR**DOES NOT HAVE ANY LEAD CARDS.
	
DEFAULTS USED')
01766 785* GO TO 231
01767 786* 4049 WRITE,LUOUT,4051)CHNL
01772 787* BADCHN=BADCHN+1




01716 790* GO TO 355
0177Y 791* 4050 WRITE(LUOUT,4051)IDCHAN




02004 794* GO TO 40
02005 795± 14052 WRITE(LIF1'_'T,4053)
02007 796* 4053 F0RMAT('0+*CSVIDR**HAS AN ERROR 	 IN	 FREE FIELD	 INPUT')
02010 797* BADCRD=BADCRD+1
02071 798* GO TO 40
02012 799* 9056 WRITE( LUOUT,4051)INCHAN
,	 v
02015 8004 BADCRD=BADCRO+1
02016 801* GO TO 40
02017 8024 4057 WRITE(LUOUT,4058)
02021 Sn3* BADCHR=BADCHR+1
02022 804* IF( BADCHR.GT .100)GO TO	 1500
02024 805* GO TO 4GO
02025 806* 4058 FORMAT('0*+CSVIDR**COULD NOT FIND	 TYPE')
02026 807* 1850 WRITE(LUOUT,1851)
02030 808* 1851 FORMAT('0**CSVIDR**UNABLE TO CONVERT DAYS TO MS')
02031 809* GO TO	 1900
02032 810+ 1860 WRITE(LUOUT,1861)
02039 811* 186-1 FORMAT( 1 0* *CSVIDR**UNABLE TO CONVERT MS TO DAYS')
02035 612* GO TO
	
1900
02036 813* 1900 CONTINUE
02037 814* WRITE( L`J OUT, 4059)IREC,LREC,TREC,LSTPTR,ISTCH,ISCAN
02047 815* 4059 FORMAT( I **CSVIDR*.	 EXIT 1REC=	 ',14,'	 LREC=	 1,14,
02047 816* *'	 TREC=
	 1 ,I4,'
	
LSTPTR=	 ',14,' ISTCH=	 1 ,14,'	 ISCA'V=	 ',I4)
02050 817* 4060 FORMAT( 1 0**CSVIDR**BAD	 FIXED SAMPLE RATE OUTPUT REC -M6









































0300 D 000353 FTIULT3
0000 1000342 J
0000 1000340 LV































.	 r — raw, I (I
--
3F pR,S F05—L 75036 *Ci1LCUR.CURV61
FOR SE2C- 10/31175- 17:33:26	 (11)
SUBROUTINE CURV61 ENTRY POINT 000416
STORAGE USED: C.;3' ► 1) 000446; DATA(0) 000 107; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK,	 NAME)
0003 NERR3.
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
r	 0001 000055 114E 0001	 000064	 122G	 0001	 000077	 130E 0001	 000105	 1355
0001 000131 151G 0.001	 000145	 16OG	 0001	 000150	 1633 0001	 000172	 1723
0001 000220 203G 0001	 000255 214G	 0001	 000260	 2200 0001	 000335	 2325
0001 000301 33L 0001	 000314	 35L	 0000 D 000212 B 0000 0 000350 CIV3
0000 I 000343 1 0000	 I	 000341	 II	 0000	 000373	 IYJPS 0000	 1000352	 It
0000 1000346 K 0000	 I	 000347 L	 0000	 1000337 LB 0000	 10003'36 LS
0000 D 000344 P 0000 0 000355	 SIGMA	 0000 D 000124	 SUM 0000 D 000176 V
0000 0 000052 Y
NW
00100 1* C
00101 2* SUBROUTINE CURV61( SPX ,SPY,M,N, SPA ,A)
00101 3* C
00103 If PARAMETER NPTXY=2I,NDEGPI=6,NDEGP2=7
00104 5* IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A—H2O—Z)
00105 6* REAL	 SPA
00105 7* C X AND Y ARE DATA ARRAYS.
00105 8* C M	 IS THE 'DEGREE	 OF EQUATION	 TO BE FITTED.
00105 9* C N	 IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS	 IN THE DATA ARAY.
00105 10* C A	 IS THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE EOUATIO9	 STAR'TIVG WITH THE CONSTANT TER+t.
00106 I1* DIMENSION	 SPA( 1),SPX(1),SPY(1),X(%PTXY),Y(YPTXV),SUM(NPTXY)
00107 12* DIMENSION	 V(NOEGPI),A(NDEGPI),B(NDEGPI,NDFSP2)
00110 13* LS=2*M+1
00111 14 * LB=M+2
00112 15* LV=M+1
00113 16* 00 3 1I=1,N
00116 17* X(II)=SPX(II)
00117 18* 3 Y(II)=SPY(II)
00121 19* DO 5	 J=2,LS
00124 20* 5 SUM J)=O.ODO
00126 21* SUM I )=N
00127 22* DO 6	 J=1,LV
00132 23* 6 V( J)=0.01'0
00134 24* 0016	 I=1'N
00137 25* P=1.000
00140 26 * V( I )=V( 1 )+Y( I )
00141 27* 00	 13 J=2,LV
00144 28* P=X(I)*P
r-
00145 290 SUMCJ)=SUM(J)+P 000114
00146 30* 13 V(J)=V(J)+Y(I)*P 000120
00150 31* DO	 16 J=LB,LS 000131
00153 32* P=X( 17*P 000131
00154 3.3* 16 SUM(J)=SUM(J)+P 006133
00157 34+ 17-00 20	 I=1,LV 000150
00162 35* DO 20 K=1,LV 00015000165 36.* J=K+I 000150
00166 37* 20 B(K,I)= SUM( J-1) 000153
00171 38* DO 22 K=I,LV 000172
00174 39* 22 B(K,LB)=V(K) 000172
00176 40* 23 00	 31	 L=I,LV 000200
00201 41* DIVB=B(L,L) 000212
00202 If DO 26	 J=L,LB 000220
00205 43* 26 B(L,J)=B(L,J)/DIVB 000220
00207 44* I1=L+1 000223
002)'0 45 * IF (I I-LB )28, 33, 33 000226
00713 46* 28 00	 31	 I=I1,LV 000231
00216 41+ FMULTB=B(1,L) 000255
0'0217 48* 00 31 J=L,LB 000260-
`00222 If 31 B(I,J)=B(I,J)-B(L,J)*FMULTB 000260
00226 50* 33 A(LV)=BCLV,LB) 000301
00227 51* I=LV 000311
00230 52* 35 SIGMA=0.000 000314
00231 53*• DO 37	 J=I,LV 000315
00234 54* 37 SIGMA=SIGMA+B(I-1,J)*A(J) 000335
00236 55* I-1-1 000341
i	 00237 56* A.(I)=B(,LB)-SIGMA 000344
N	 00240 57+ 40 IF	 ( I-1 )41,41, 35 000356
4^,
	00243 58* 41 DO 42	 Ij=I,NDEGF 000370
00246 59* 42 SPA ( 11)=A(IT) 000370
00250 60+ RETURN 000372




SUBROUTINE OHM2MS	 ENTRY POINT 000032
r STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000041; OATA(0) 000006; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000




e^	 STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)






C)	 00104	 3*	 IF(MS.LT.0)RETURY 5
1	 00106	 4*	 RETURN











SUBROUTINE EVALFT	 ENTRY POINT 000044
STORAGE USED: COCEC-1) 000054:; DATA(0) 000022; BLANK COMMON(Z) 000000
i
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0003	 XPDI
0004	 NERR3
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)









5*	 DOUBLE PRECISION A,Z,YO
iv	 00104	 6*	 DIMENSION A( I)
00105	 T*	 YD=A(1)
00106	 8*	 DO :35 J=I,NDEG
























0000 I .000001 KSTCH


































FOR SUC- 10/31 /75 -17 :34 :08 (00
SUBROUTINE FOZF0 ENTRY POINT 000265
STORAGE USED: CODE( 1) 000300;	 DATA( 0) 000044; • BLANK COMMON( 2') 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES '(BLOCK, NAME1_" -
0003 NERR2S
0004 NERR3$
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION,	 NAME)
0001 000244 IDOL 0001	 000132 144 10 	 001	 000051	 SOL 0001	 0"00176	 82L
0001 000206 86L 0001	 000214	 90L	 0001	 000226	 92L 0001	 0;00232	 94L
i	 0000 1000006 I 0000	 000014 INJPS	 0000	 1 000007	 J 0000	 1000010 K
0000 1000011 L 0000	 1000002 LSTCH	 0000	 1000012 M 0000	 1 000003 ONE
0000 1	 000004 • SIX 0000	 1 000005	 THREE6
00101 1* COMPILER (FLD=R)
w	 00103 2* SUBROUTINE FDZFD	 (NOCH,	 LINE1,	 ISTCH,	 LINE2,	 JSTCH)
v	 00103 3* C CALLING	 SEQUENCE:
00103 It C CALL FDZFO	 (NOCH,	 LINE1,	 ISTCH,	 LINE2,
	
JSTCH)
00103 5* C WHERE:
00103 6* C NOCH	 = NO.	 OF CHARACTERS TO MOVE.
00103 7* C LINEI	 = FIRST WORD ADDRESS - OF	 SOURCE LINE.
00103 8* C ISTCH	 = STARTING CHARACTER POSITION	 IN	 SOURCE LINE	 TO BEGIN
00103 9* C MOVING	 FROM.
00103 10* C LINE2	 = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF DESTINATION LINE.
00103 11* C ISTCH	 =	 STARTING CHARACTER POSITIOV	 'IN DESTINATION LING	 TO
00103 12* C BEGIN MOVING TO.
00103 13* C
00105 14+ IMPLICIT	 INTEGER (A-Z)
00106 15* DIMENSION LINE-I(1), LINE2(I)
00107 16* KSTCH = ISTCH
00110 17* LSTCH = JSTCH
00111 18* SIGN	 =	 +1
00112 19* ONE =	 1
00113 20* SIX = b
00114 21* THREE6 = 36
00115 22* IF	 (LOC(LINEI(l)).NE.LOC(LINE2(1))) GO 	 TO	 80
0.0117 23* IF (I'STCH.GT.JSTCH) GO	 TO 80
00121 24* KSTCH = KSTCH + NOCH	 - )
00122 25* LSTCH = LSTCH + NOCH - 1
00123 26* SIGN = 2
00124 27* ONE _ -ONE
00125 28, SIX =	 -SIX
00126 29* THREE6 = -THREE6
00127 30* 80 1 = KSTCH/6	 +	 )
f00130 31* IF (MOD (XSTCH,	 6).EC_5)	 I =	 I -	 1 000054
00132 32* J = 41 - MOD (K STCH, 6)*6 000054
0013,3 33* IF MOD (KSTCH, 6).EO.0) J = J - 36 000073
00135 34*	 - K = LSTCH/6 + 1 000100
00136 35* IF MOB (LMH, 6).EG.0) K = K -	 1 000104
00140 36* L = 41 - MOD (LSTCH, 	 6)*6 000114
00141 37* .F (MOD (LSTCH,	 6).E0.0) L = L - 36 000123i	
00143 38* 00 100 M = 1. NOCH 0001323	
00146 39* FLO (L,	 6,	 L INE2(K)) = FLO (J, 6,	 LINEI( I)) 000142
00147 40* J = J - SIX 000163
00150 41* GO TO (82,	 84),	 SIGN 000166
00151 42* 82 IF (J.GT.0) GO	 TO 90 000176
00153 43* GO TO 86 000200
00154 44+ 84 IF	 (J.LT.36) GO	 TO 90 000202
00156 95 86 J = J + THREE6 000206
00157 46* I = I + ONE 000210
00160 4T* 90 L = L	 - SIX 000214
00161 48+ GO TO (92,	 94 ),
	
SIGN 000216
00162 49F 92 'IF (L.GT.0) GO TO 100 000226
00164 50* GO TO 96 000230
00°165 51* 94 IF (L..LT.36) GO	 TO	 100 000232
00167 52* 96 L = L + THREE& 000236
•00170 53* K = K + ONE 0002 •0
00171' 54* 100 CONTINUE 000`--44
00173 55• RETURN 000244





SUBROUTINE FPZFD ENTRY POINT 000527
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000545;	 OATA(0) 000037;	 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000222 100L 0001	 000242	 11OL	 0001	 000102	 127E 0001	 000301	 1775 0001	 000347 2OOL
0001 000351 210L 0001	 000366 220L	 0001	 000402 230L 0001	 000457 2356 0001	 007423 300L
0001 000513 310L 0001	 000121 50L	 0001	 000130 60L -•0001	 000165 TOL 0000	 1 . 000010 BYTE
0000 I 000003 I 0000	 I	 000002 . ICNT	 0000	 007016	 I .4JP^. 0000 1000005	 INTSV 0070 T 000001 ISW
0000 1 000004 J 0000 I OOOOOT K	 0000 1	 000006 NOCHfiI 0000 1000011 NOCK 0000	 1	 007000 06C
i
N	 00101 1+ COMPILER (FLD=R) 000002
00103 2* SUBROUTINE FPZFD (FP, NOCH, NOROP,	 FIELD,	 ISTCH) 000002
00103 3+ C CALLING	 SEQUENCE: 000002
00103 if C CALL FP2FD (FP,	 NOCH, NOROP,	 FIELD,	 ISTCM) 000002
00103 5i C WHERE_ 000002
00103 6• C FP	 = LOCATION WHERE THE FLOATING 	 POINT VALJE IS	 STORED. 000002
00103 7+ C NOCH	 = NO.
	
OF CHARCTERS TO BE CONVERTED TO FIELD DATA. 000002
00103 8+ C NOROP	 = NO 	 OF DIGITS TO BE PLACED RIGHT OF THE DECIMAL POINT. 000002
00103 94 C FIELD	 = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF THE DESTINATION LINE_ 000002
00103 10+ C. ISTCH	 = STARTING CHARACTER POSITION	 IN THE DESTINATION LINE. 000072
00103 11+ C 000002
•	 00105 12• IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-2) 000002
00106 13+• REAL FP 000002
00107 14+ DIMENSION FIELD(1) 000002
00110 15+ DATA 060/0601 000002
00112 16s IF (NOCH.LT.(NORDP+2))GO TO 300 000002
00114 17'► ISW = 1 000007
00115 18+ ICNT = 0 000011
00116 19s I = (ISTCH + NOCH -	 1)/6	 + 1 000012
00117 20• IF	 (MOD	 ((ISTCH	 + NOCH —	 1),	 6).EG.0)	 I	 =	 I	 —	 1 000021
00121 21+ J = 41	 — MOD	 ((ISTCH	 + NOCH	 —	 1),	 6)•6 000031
00122 22• IF	 (MOD	 ((ISTCH	 + NOCH	 —	 1),	 6).E0.0) J = J — 36 000042
00124 23+ INTSV	 =	 ABS (FP)*(10++NOR0P) + 0.5 000047
00125 24s NOCHMI	 = MIN	 ((NOCH	 —	 1),	 11) 000070
00126 25• DO	 100'K =	 1,	 NOCHMI 000077
00131 26s BYTE _ MOD (INTSV,	 10) 000102
00132 27s INTSV =	 INTSV/10 000105
00133 28• GO	 TO	 (50.	 70),	 ISW 000111























































00136 30* ICNT = ICNT + l
001.37 31* GO TO TO
00140 32* 60 ISW = 2
0014'1 33* FLO (J, 6,	 FIELO(I)) = 6H4448s.
Q0142 34* J-J+6
00143 35+ IF t J.LE.35) GO 70 70
00145 36-* J = J - 36
00146 3T+ 1 = I - 1
00147 38* TO FLO (J, 6, FIELD(I)) _ OR 060, BYTE)
00150 39* J = J + 6
00151 40# IF (J.LE.35) GO TO	 100
00153 41* J= J-36
00154 If [ =	 I - 1
00155 43+ 100 CONTINUE
00157 44* - IF (INTSV .GT.0) GO TO 300
00161 45"* NOCK = NOCH - (NOROP + 2)
00162 464 IF (NOCK.GT.0) GO
	
TO	 110
00164 47* IF (FP.LT.0) GO TO 300
00166 48* RETURN
00161 49* 110 1 =	 ISTCH/6	 + 1
00170 50* IF	 (mOO(ISTCH,6).EQ.0) 	 I	 =	 I	 -	 1
00172 51* J = 41 - MOD (ISTCH, 6)*6
00113 524 IF (MOD (ISTCH,	 6).E0,0) J
	 = J	 - 36
00175 53* ISW =	 I
00176 54* 00 200 K = 1, NOCK
00201 55* IF (FLO (J,
	
6,	 FIELO(I)).NE.6H 466460) GO TO 210C)	 00203 56* IN = 2
W	 '00204 57* FLO (J, 6 ., FIELD( M = 6Hmbdbemb	 00205 58* J = J - 600206 59* IF (J.GT.0) GO TO
	
200
00210 604 J = J + 36
00211 61* I	 =	 I	 +	 1
00112 62* 200 CONTINUE
00214 63* 210 IF (FP.GE.0) RETURN
00216 64* GO
	
TO ( 300,	 220 ),	 I SIA
00217 65* 220 J = J + 6
00220 66* IF (J.LE.35) GO	 TO	 230
00222 67* J = J - 36
00223 68* 1 =	 I - 1
00224 69* 230 FLO	 (J,
	
6,	 FIELD(I)) = 6Ham6 m 8-
00225 70• RETURN
00226 71* 300 1 = ISTCH06	 + 1
00227 72* IF (MOD('ISTCH,6).EO.0)	 I	 =	 I	 -	 1
00231 734 J = 41	 - MOD (ISTCH,	 6)46
00232 T4* IF (MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6').EQ.0)	 J	 =	 J	 - 36
00234 75'* 00 310 K = 1.	 NOCH
0023T 76* FLO (J,	 6,	 FIELD(l)) = 6Hemmet*
00240'7* J = J - 6
00241 78* IF (J,GT.0) GO
	
TO	 310
002143 794 J = J + 36
00244 80* I =	 I	 + 1









SUBROUTINE F02INT ENTRY POINT 003215
STORAGE USED; CODE(1) 000225; DATA(0) 000023; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001	 000164	 1OOL 0001	 000174	 IIOL 0001 000176 120L
0001
	
000107 60L 0001 .	 000123 62L 9001 000135 65L
0001
	 000151	 SOL 0000	 1	 000010 BYTE 0000 1000003 i













0000 [ 000001 Isw

































SUBROUTINE FDZINT (LIVE,	 ISTCH,	 NOCH,	 VALUE, 000005
C	 CALLING	 SEQUENCE: . 000005
C •	CALL FD2INT (LIVE,
	
ISTCH, NOCH, VALUE, 000005
C	 WHERE: 000005
C	 LINE	 = FIRST-WORD ADDRESS OF THE 	 SOURCE LIVE. 000005
C	 ISTCH	 =	 STARTING CHARACTER POSITION	 IN	 THE	 SOJRCE LIVE.' 00'0005
C	 NOCH	 = NO.	 OF CHRriCTERS TO BE CONVERTED TO AN	 INTEGER. 000005
C	 VALUE	 = LOCATION WHERE THE	 INTEGER VALUE	 IS TO BE STORED. 000005
C	 S	 = RETURN TAKEN WHEN A CHARACTER OTHER THAN A 	 +,	 -, BLANK 000005





DIMENSION LINE( 14) 000005
DATA	 017/017/ 000095
1 S = 1 000005
IS M,)	 =	 1 000007
I	 =	 ISTCH/6	 +	 1 000010
IF (MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6)_E0.0)	 I	 =	 1	 - 1 000014
J = 41	 -MOD (ISTCH,	 6)*6 000024
IF	 (MOD	 (ISTCH,	 61.E0.0)	 J	 =	 I	 -	 36 000033
NUM = 0 000040
XTEN = 0 000041
00	 100 K =	 1,	 NOCH 000044
BYTE	 =	 FLD	 (J,	 6,	 LINE(I)D 000046
IF	 (BYTE.NE.&H'Z1$d (t a	 ) GO	 TO 50 000055
BYTE = 0 000057
GO TO 75 000060







00135	 30*	 GO TO (60,	 65),	 IS'W	 000071
00136	 31*	 60	 IF (BYTE.EC .6H 4&td& +) GO TO 62	 000107
00140	 32*	 IF (BYTE.NE.6H 44 (b4f— ) RETURN 5	 000111
00142	 33*	 JSN = 2	 000120
00143
	
34*	 62 IF (N'JM.GT.0) RETURN 5	 000123
00145	 35*	 1SW = 2	 000131
00146	 36*	 GO TO 80	 000133
00147	 37+	 65 RETURN 5	 000135
00150	 38*	 TO BYTE = AND (017, BYTE) 	 000141
00151
	 394	 75 NUM = XTEN + BYTE	 000144
00152	 40*	 XTEN = NUM*10	 0001.46
00153
	
41+	 80 J = J - 6	 000151'
00154	 42*	 IF (J.GT.0) GO TO 100	 000153
00156	 430	 J = J + 36	 000155
00157	 N1#	 I =	 t	 *	 1	 000160	 -_
_	 00160	 45*	 100 CONTINUE	 000164
00162
	
46*	 GO TO ( 120,	 110),	 JSW	 000164
00163
	
4T•	 110 NUM = —NUM	 00017+1
00164	 48•	 120 VALUE = NUM	 000176









7 17-34 4 (0 1FOR SE2C-10/31/
SUBROUTINE INT2FD ENTRY POINT 000513
JNT2FD ENTRY POINT 000526
r
STORAGE USED; COM I) 000541; DATA( 0) 000040; 	 BLANK C.OMMONt2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:S ^ 0003 F ILLCH 000001
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK,	 NAME)b
0004 NERR29
0005 NERR39
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000131 IDOL 0001	 00014T	 125L	 0001	 000060	 133G 0001	 000205	 ISOL
0001 000266 200L 0001	 000432	 24OG	 0001	 000210	 300L 0001	 070302 325L
0001 000347 365L 0001	 000354	 375L	 0001	 000374 400L 0001	 0^3 04 S5 500L
G-) 0000 I	 000001 :BNKS'W 0000	 I	 000006 BYTE	 0000	 1	 000002	 I 0003	 1000000	 1FILL
n 0000 1	 000004 INTSV 0000	 I	 000010	 IS'.A	 0000	 1000003	 J 0000	 1000005 K
U4 0000 1 000000 060
W
001.01 If COMPILER (FLD=R)
00103 2* SUBROUTINE	 INT2FO (TNT,	 NOCH,	 FIELD,	 ISTCH)
00103 3* C CALLING.SEOUENCE:
00103 it C CALL	 INTZFD (TNT,	 NOCH,	 FIELD,	 ISTCH)
:'_0103 5* C WHERE:
00103 6* C TNT	 - INTEGER VALUE TO BE CONVERTED TO FIELD DATA.
00103 7* C NOCH	 - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS.
00103 8* C FIELD	 - FIELD	 THAT THE	 FIELD DATA	 INTEGER	 IS TO BE	 PLACED	 IN.
00103 9* C ISTCH	 -	 STARTING	 CHARACTER POSITION	 IN	 THE	 FIELD THAT	 THE
00103 10* C FIELD DATA	 INTEGER	 IS TO BE PLACED IN.
00103 11* C
00105 12* IMPLICIT	 INTEGER (A-Z)
00106 13* DIMENSION	 FIELD(1)
00107 14* DATA 060/060/
00111 15* COMMON	 /FILLCH/	 IFILL
00112 16* DATA	 IFILL/6HV5164
00114 17* BNKSW =	 I
00115 18* GO TO 90
00116 19* ENTRY	 JNT2FD (INT,	 NOCH,	 FIELD,	 ISTCH)
00120 20* BNKSW = 2
00120 21* C CALCULATE POINTERS TO THE 	 END	 OF THE FIELD DATA	 FIELD.
0.0121 22* 90	 1	 =	 (ISTCH	 + NOCH	 -	 1)/6	 +	 1
00122 23* 1F	 (MOD	 ((ISTCH	 + NOCH	 -	 1D,	 6).E0.0)	 I	 =	 I	 -	 1
00124 24; J	 = 41	 - MOD	 ( ( T STCH	 +	 NOCH	 -	 1 ),	 6 )*6
0001	 000220 1703




















































































00125 25* IF	 (MOD	 ( (I-STCH	 + MOCH	 —	 I ),	 6 ).E0..0) J = J — 36
00127 26* INTSV = INT
00130 27* IF ( IN7SV . LT`.0)	 INTSV	 =	 — INTSV
00132 28+ DO 100 K =	 1. NOCH.
00135 29* BYTE = MOD (INTSV,	 10)
00115 30* INTSV =	 INTSV/10
00137. 31* FLD	 (J,
	
6,	 FIELO(I))	 =	 OR (060,
	
B VI TE)
00140 32* J = J + 6
00141 33 *: IF	 (J.LE .35) GO	 TO	 100
00143 34* J = J — 36
00144 35 * I	 =	 I	 —	 1
00145 36* 100 CONTINUE
00147 37* IF (NOCH•GT.1) GO
	 TO	 125
00147 38* C NO.	 OF CHARACTERS 2	 1.	 JUMP	 IF	 THE	 ORIGIO.NAL NO.	 IS NEGATIVE.
00151 39* IF	 (INT.LT.0) GO
	
TO 400
00151 of C JUMP,	 IF THE WORKING NO. HAS NOT BEEN REDUCED TO ZERO.
00153 It IF	 ( INTSV .GT.0) GO
	 10 400
00155 42* RETURN
00155 43+ C CALCULATE THE POINTERS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE FIELD DATA FIELD.
00156 940 125 I = ISTCH/6
00157 Ifs IF	 (MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6).NE.0)
	 I	 =	 I	 +	 1
00161 464 J	 = 41	 — MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6)*6
00162 47+ IF	 (MOD	 (ISTCH,.6).E0,0) 	 J	 =	 J	 —	 36
00164 48* GO	 TO ( 150,	 375),
	
BNKSW
00164 49* C REPLACE LEADING ZEROS WITH BLANKS.
G^	 00165 50* 150 NOCHMT = NOCH — 1
00166 51* I S'W	 =	 1
00167 52* DO 200 K =	 1, NOCHMI
00172 53* IF	 (FLD	 (J,	 6,	 FIELD(I)).NE,6HO64460) GO T7 300




6,	 FIELD(I))	 =	 IFILL
00176 56* J = J — 6
00177 57* IF	 (J.GT.0) GO
	
TO	 200
00201 58+ J = J + 36
00202 59* I	 =	 I	 +	 1
00203 60* 200 CONTINUE
00205 61* 300 IF	 (INTSV,GT.0) GO
	 TO 400





00210 63* 325 J = J:+ 6
00211 64* IF (J.LE.35) G0
	 TO	 350
00213 65* J = J
	 -	 36
OC214 66* I	 =	 1	 -	 1
00215 67* 350 IF	 (INT.GE.0).GO
	
TO	 365
00217 68* IF	 (FLD	 (J,
	
6,	 FIELD(I)).NE,IFILL)
	 GO TO 400
00221 69* FLD	 (J,.6,	 FIELO(I))	 =	 6HQ4m^m-




00224 72* 375 IF	 (INT.GE,O) GO
	 TO	 365
00224 73* C JUMP TO — FILL,
	 IF LEADING DIGIT IS NOT ZERO.
00226 79s IF	 (FLD	 (J,
	
6,	 FIELD	 )).NE.6HO000 9 ,0) GO TO 400
00.226 '— 75+ C REPLACE THE LEADING
	 ZERO WITH A MINUS SIGN.
00230 76* RETURN
00230 77* C NO.	 IS TOO LARGE TO FIT
	 IN	 THE NO.
	
OF CHARACTER SPACES.
00231 78* 400 1	 =	 ISTCH/6
00232 79* IF	 (MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6).NE.0)
	 I	 =	 I	 +	 1
00234 80* J	 ='#I	 -MOD	 (ISTCH,	 6)*6
00235 81* IF	 (MOD	 ( ISTCH,	 6)-E-0.0)	 J	 =	 J	 -	 36
f00237 82*. DO 500 K = 1. NOCM
00242 83* FLO (J. 6,	 FIELO(I.)) = 6Heseses
00243 84+ J = J	 - 6
00244 85* IF (J.GT.0) GO TO 500
00246 86* J = J + 36
00247 87* I = I +	 1




















FOR SEZC-10/31 /75-17:34 :99 (00
SUBROUTINE MS2DAY ENTRY POINT 000076
i
STORAGE USED: COOE(1) 000124;
	
DATA(0) 000020;	 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0003 NERR4S
0004 NERR35
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION,	 NAME)
0001 000011	 10L 0000 1	 000000	 IA	 0000	 1000001
	 IB	 0000	 000010 INJPC
00101 1+ SUBROUTINE MS20AY(ITIM,IBAY,JHRS,J'IIN,SEC,S) 000000
00101 2•	 C CONVERT MI'_LISECONDS TO D'JD:HH:hM:SEC 000000
00103 3+ IA	 =	 ITIM 000000
00104 4;' IB	 =	 0 000001
00105 5• IF( IA.GE.0) GO
	 TO	 10 000002
00101 6• ?8	 =	 1 000004
00110 Ts IA	 =	 IABS( 1A) 000006
00111 8+	 10 CC'TINUE 000011
j	 00112 9+ IDAY =	 ?A/86400000 000011
00113i( 10+ JHRS = M.00(IA,86400000)/3600000 000014
00114 11• JMIN = MOD(IA,3600000)/60000 000023
00115 12* SEC	 = MOO(IA,60C00)/IOOO. 000032
00116 13• IF( 18	 EQ.0)	 RETURN 000042
00120 14• IDAY=-IDAY	 - 000047
00121 15• JHRS	 =	 -	 JHRS 000051
00122 16+ JM114	 =	 -JMIN 000053
00123 IT* SEC	 =	 -SEC 000055
00124 18s RETURN 6 000057








































SUBROUTINE SCHCHR	 ENTRY POINT 000126
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000146; OATA(0) 000022; BLANK CO"IMON(2) 000000
r.






STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001
	




0000 I 000001 J
	
0000 I 000002 K
t!
0000 1 000000 I 0000	 000004 INJP9
t- -
00101 1* COMPILER (FLD=R)
00103 2* SUBROUTINE	 SCHCHR (IFIELD,	 ISTCH,	 NOCH,	 ICHAR,	 NTHCHR, S)
00103 3* C
w	 00103 4* C CALLING	 SEQUENCE:
00103 5* C CALL	 SCHCHR (IFIELD,
	 ISTCH,	 NOCH,	 ICHAR,
	
NTHCHR,	 S)
00103 6* C WHERE:
00103 T* C IFIELD	 - THE FIELD TO BE
	 SEARCHED FOR A COMPARE..
00103 8* C ISTCH	 - THE	 STARTING CHARACTER POSITIOV	 I y	IFIELD WHERE	 THE
00103 9* C SEARCH	 IS TO BEGIN.
00103 10* C NOCH	 - THE NO.	 OF CHARACTERS BEGINNING
	 IN	 IFIELD AT CH-AIACTER
00103 11* C POSITION	 ISTCH	 TO	 SEARCH_
00103 12* C 1CHAR	 - THE CHARACTER FOR WHICH
	 IFIELD	 IS TO BE SEARCHED FOR'.
00103 13* C NTHCHR	 -	 IF A COMPARISION	 IS MADE,	 THE CHARACTER POSITION	 IN
00103 14* C IFIELD WHERE
	 THE COMPARISIOV WAS MADE 	 IS	 STORED.
00103 1.5* C - THE	 STATEMENT RETURN	 IF A CO:MPARISION WAS NOT MADE.
00103 16* C NORMAL RETURN.
00103 17* C
001.05 18* DIMENSI;IN	 IFELPi(I)
00106 19* 1	 =	 ISTCH/6	 "(
00107 20* IF (MOD
	 tISTCH,	 6).E®.0)	 I	 =	 I	 -	 i
001"11 21* J= 4l	 -MOD ( ISTCH,
	
6)*6
00112 2 .2* IF (MOD	 ( ISTCH,	 6) . E0.0) J = J
	 -	 36
00114 23* DO 100 K = 1,
	
NOCH
00117 24* IF	 (FLO	 (J,
	
6,	 IFIELO(I)).EO.ICHAR)	 GO	 TO	 150
00121 25* J = J	 - 6
00122 26s IF	 (J.GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 100
00124 27* J = J +	 36
00125 28* 1	 =	 I	 +	 I
00126 29* 10M CONTINUE
00130 30* NTHCHR = <ISTCH + NOCH
00131 31* RETJRN.6
00132 32* 150 NTHCHR	 =	 (I	 -	 13*6	 + (41	 -	 J)/6
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Lockheed Electronics Company will gather the requirements and
provide the analysis and programming associated with this task.
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 Task Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this task is to develop the capability of pro-
cessing data recorded at the Grew Systems Test Facility in
Building 7. Data from long-term tests of Shuttle Crew Equip-
ment will be recorded on 7-track computer compatible tapes by
the Vidar Autodata Processing System. The capability will be
developed to tabulate selected parameters and to generate a
fixed sample rate tape from which plots can be made.
3.2 Planned Approach
A new program will be written to retrieve, calibrate and
tabulate the data. A fixed sample rate tape will also be
generated and used as input to a general purpose plot pro-
gram. The new program will be written in FORTRAN to be run
on the UNIVAC 1108/1110 computers and will use the EXEC 8
operating system.
Specifications for the input tape format, calibrations to be
made, and program outputs are attached.
4.0 SCHEDULES AND MILESTONES
Program Development
Oral design review	 8/28/75
Coding and checkout complete 	 9/24/75
Validation complete	 10,11/75
Program Documentation
To Tech Pubs	 10/15/75











	 240Validation	 20Tech Pubs	 50
390
Computer Hours
Univac 1110/1108 EXEC 8 - 3.0 hrs,
nfy \
